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We hope 2008
will prove to be a year when
all the wars in the world
cease and when old and new
friendships blossom

From the Editor-in-Chief
Eight countries
of Europe still
not in the EFPM
by
Erdogan ARIPINAR
l

EFPM Vice President

Patrick Hickey, the EOC’s friendly
President, was in Turkey recently. The
purpose of his visit was to receive an
Honorary Doctorate from Pamukkale
University, a modern university in
southern Turkey, in recognition of his
services to Olympism and world sport.
During his three-day stay, we both
commented on the fact that the EOC
now has forty-nine members, the latest
country to join being Montenegro. And it
is on this subject – that of membership –
that I would like to say something in this
issue of ‘Play Fair’ in the light of my fourteen years’ experience as Vice President of the EFPM.
The European Fair Play Movement
was set up as an amateur organisation
under the auspices of the EOC at a meeting held at FIFA House in Zurich in
1994, and its members were the
Fair Play Councils attached to the National Olympic Committees of various
European countries, as well as Fair
Play clubs. The goal of our movement
was clearly stated from the very outset: the elimination of prejudice and
violence from European sport. We wished to bequeathe to our children the
ideal of fairness, aiming to extend this
concept
beyond
the
confines of sport to encompass every area
of life. Thanks to the altruism of its
members and to their untiring efforts,
the EFPM is now celebrating
fourteen years of existence.
Now that Montenegro, the latest
European country to achieve independence, has joined us, the number of
EFPM member countries has swelled to
Continued on page 10

THE DELEGATES TO THE 13th EFPM GENERAL ASSEMBLY

FRANKFURT 2007 – Enjoyed by all
VIPs and Expertise:
The 13th European Fair Play
Congress in Frankfurt am Main
FRANKFURT-The number 13 is generally
associated with various different connotations. In the case of the European Fair Play
Congress, it may certainly be seen as a lucky
charm. Because there can be no
doubt that the 13th meeting of European
Fair Play "movers" has meanwhile become
an event that is rich in tradition and that
sets new standards, both in terms of organisation and substance.
More than 250 participants from 34 European and non-European countries as well as
plenty of high-quality and appropriately qualified experts who travelled to Frankfurt
am Main from 17 to 19 October 2007 as guests of the German Olympic Sports Confederation (Deutscher Olympischer Sportbund –
DOSB) were able to experience this first
hand. The German Sports Confederation
(Deutscher Sportbund) and the NOC for Germany, which merged in May 2006, had taken
on responsibility for this event from the
NOC, which at the time had contacted the
European Fair Play Movement (EFPM) to
apply
to
take on the organisation of the Congress.
Responsibility for preparing and running the
event lay with the German Olympic Academy Willi Daume (Deutsche Akademie Willi
Daume – DOA).
Given the background of the continuing
discussion on the values of sport and the social added value of sport, the Congress was
seen by those responsible as offering an opportunity to direct the focus of attention, in
Continued on page 10

THETRADITIONALFLAGCEREMONY:
Theceremonyforthepassingonofthe
flag,whichbeganatourfirstGeneralAssemblyinIstanbul,iscarryingonasan
unbrokentradition.HereProf.Dr.
ManfredLümmerofGermany,onbehalfof
theGermanhosts,hands
overtheEFPMflagtoGeneral
CharalambosLottasofCyprus,
whoistobeourhostforthe
14thGeneralAssembly.
CHEERS-Applausefromthe
audienceforthesuccessful
organisersofthe13thEuropeanFair
PlayCongress(fromlefttoright),Prof.
Dr.GudrunDoll-Tepper,
ChairwomanoftheGermanOlympic
Academy(DOA),DorisBüttner,
SocialProgrammeCoordinator,
Prof.Dr.ManfredLümmer,EFPM
Vice-President,BennyFolkmann,
GermanSportsYouthBoardMember,
Dr.AndreasHüfer,DOADirector,
AchimBueble,DOAExecutive.

New EOC logo
The EOC has changed its logo of 40 years. The
organization’s website describes the change
as follows:
“After 40 years of good and loyal
service, the emblem of the European Olympic Committees was in
need of change. So as to better suit it to our
modern times, the somewhat dated picture of
the European continent has been replaced
with a sharp and essential graphic design that
highlights our Association’s acronym and the
Olympic rings, all in blue on a white background. ”

PLAY FAIR ACADEMIC SUPPLEMENT
The sixth in our series of Academic
Supplements to
‘Play Fair’
magazine, which
contains informative articles by
specialist academics, has been
prepared under
the supervision
of Prof.
Manfred
Lämmer.

The EFPM’s 41st member:
Montenegro

Cyprus – our hosts
for 2008

EYOF 2007 held in Belgrade

The EOC meets in Valencia

Delegates to the General Assembly in
Frankfurt applauded as Montenegro’s EFPM membership
was approved. Montenegro, which has
only recently
become inde pen dent,
is the EFPM’s
41st member.
The Montenegrin
representative at the
Assembly was Dragomir
Becanovic, a wellknown former judo champion.

The venue for the
EFPM’s 14th General
Assembly is to be
Cyprus. The event
will be held in
Nicosia, in the Greek
sector of the island,
between 1st and 5th
October. Our hostto-be, General Charalambos Lottas, announced that the
first meeting of the EFPM Executive Committee in 2008 will take place in Cyprus
at the beginning of May.

The European Youth Olympic Festival for
2007, held under the auspices
of the EOC, took
place in Belgrade, Serbia. The
EFPM
team,
which included
Miodrag Jotic, a
member of the
Serbian Fair Play Council and an EFPM delegate, received praise for its successful
activities.

The
European
Olympic Committees
held their annual
convention in Valencia, Spain, from November 30 to December 1, 2007. The
EFPM was represented at this congress
by its President,
Prof. Dr. Carlos Gonçalves. His speech (in
which he presented a report on the
EFPM’s activities) was warmly received by
the assembled delegates.

See page 2
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The EFPM Executive Committee at work

THEMEETINGIN
FRANKFURT:
TheEFPMExecutive
Committee’smeetingin
Frankfurt,designedtopreparethewayforthe13th
EuropeanFairPlay
Congress,wasattended
byProf.Dr.Gudrun
Doll-Tepper,
VicePresidentoftheGermanOlympicSportsConfederationand
inchargeofOlympic
Educationatthis
organisation,andAchim
Bueble,our
Co-ordinatorforthe
Congress.

Newly-independent Montenegro joins our ranks

The EFPM’s 41st member:
Montenegro
Montenegro, which recently became
an independent republic following a plebiscite, joined the European
Fair Play Movement as 41st
member at the 13th General Assembly in Frankfurt.
Delegates rose to applaud
Montenegrin delegate Dragomir Becanovic, a well-known
former judo champion, as he made a
speech saying how happy he was that
his country’s membership of the EFPM
had been approved.

Meeting in May 2007 paves the way
for the 13th European Fair Play Congress
FRANKFURT- The Executive Committee of the EFPM held its 35th
meeting – which was also its first meeting in 2007 - in Frankfurt / Germany
in the second week of May. In attendance were Prof. Dr. Gudrun Doll-Tepper, Vice President of the German

Olympic Sports Confederation and in
charge of Olympic Education in this organisation, and Achim Bueble, Co-ordinator for the 13th European Fair Play
Congress.
The first business of the session was
to elect a new General Secretary. The

name put forward was that of Ioannis
Psilopoulos, and he was unanimously
elected to this position.
Next, the programme for our 13th
European Fair Play Congress, to be held
Continued on page 10

REPUBLIC OF MONTENEGRO
Capital: Podgorica
Population: 684,736
Area: 13,812 km2
NATIONAL OLYMPIC
COMMITTEE
OF MONTENEGRO
President: Mr. Dusan Simonovic
General Secretary: Mr. Djordjije
Address:
19 Decembra 21, 8000 Podgorica
Montenegro
Tel: 00 382 81 664 275
DragomirBECANOVIC,
Fax: 00 382 81 664 276
theMontenegrin
E-mail: cok@cg.yu
delegatetotheEFPM.

EFPM gaining strength with every passing year
n

Important decisions taken at the 13th EFPM General Assembly

FRANKFURT- Following the 12th EFPM
General Assembly in Udine, our 13th General Assembly was held in Frankfurt on October 20, 2007. Speeches were made on
behalf of the EOC,
DOSB, ENGSO and
IFOSE organisations.
Togay Bayatl› of
Turkey, the EOC
Executive Committee member responsible for co-ordination with the EFPM,
spoke on behalf of
the EOC, while Prof.
Dr. Gudrun DollTepper, Vice President of the German
Olympic Sports Confederation, addressed the Assembly on
behalf of the host.
PROF.CARLOS
Speeches were also
GONÇALVES:
made by Carlos CarTheEFPMPresident
doso on behalf of
whohasdonesomuch ENGSO and by Joanforus.
na Mastora on behalf
of IFOSE.

Montenegro becomes
our 41st member
Following this, the Assembly listened to
an application for membership of the EFPM
by newly-independent Montenegro, which
has already joined the IOC, FIFA, EOC and
UEFA organisations (in that order). Delegates applauded as Montenegro’s membership
was approved. Thus the number of EFPM
member countries has risen to 41. Delegates also heard an account of the activities
that had been carried out in connection
with the European Youth Olympic Festival
held in Belgrade.
EFPM Awards for 2007
Miroslav Cerar, an EFPM Executive Committee member, who is also Chairman of
our Awards Jury, then announced the winners of the EFPM Fair Play Awards for 2007.
An EFPM Fair Play Plaque of Merit and Diploma (category: National Organisation) was
awarded to the Olympic and Sports Library
in Istanbul, Turkey.
An EFPM Fair Play Plaque of Merit and
Diploma (category: Individual) was awarded
to Prof. Dr. Vladislav Stolyarov of the Russian State University.
Continued on page 10

TheEFPMExecutiveCommitteeattheGeneralAssemblyinFrankfurt.

Prof.Dr.Gudrun
DOLL-TEPPER,
VicePresident
oftheDOSB.

TogayBayatl›,
memberoftheEOCExecutiveCommitteeand
EOC’sCo-ordinator
withtheEFPM.

MiroslavCERAR,
Chairman
oftheEFPM
AwardsJury.

CarlosCARDOSO,
ENGSO
representative
attheEFPM

OURTHANKSGOTO
JOHANNESVANDERVEEN:
DuringtheGeneralAssembly,
EFPMPresidentProf.Dr.Carlos
Gonüalvespresentedaspecial
plaquetoJohannes
VanderVeen
inrecognitionforhis
valuableservices.
Mr.VanderVeenhadstood
inforthelateJohnBlankenstein,
andwaswarmlyapplauded
bydelegates.
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Openingofthe13thEuropeanFairPlayCongress‹nthehistoricalImperialHall,the‘’Kaisersaal’’inthetownhallofthecityofFrankfurt.

Opening Ceremony held in Frankfurt Town Hall

ATTHEOPENINGOF
THECONGRESS
(FromlefttoRight):
TogayBayatlü(MemberoftheExecutiveCommitteeofEOC),Prof.Dr.
CarlosGonüalves
(PresidentofEFPM),
Dr.ChristophBergner
(ParliamentaryStateSecretary
attheFederalMinistryofthe
Interior),Prof.Dr.Gudrun
Doll-Tepper(ICSSPEPresident),
Dr.ThomasBach(IOCVice
President,GrandDukeHenri
ofLuxembourg,
MemberoftheIOC).

Fair Play summit held in Frankfurt
FRANKFURT- The opening ceremony of
the 13th European Fair Play Congress brought together a number of famous names,
including some well-known figures in European sport, politics, economy, science and
culture.
The opening ceremony took place in the
‘Kaisersaal’ (Imperial Hall) at the ‘Römer’
(Town Hall) of the city of Frankfurt and was

attended by Henri, Grand Duke of Luxembourg and by IOC Vice President Dr. Thomas
Bach, both of whom gave remarkable speeches. Roland Koch, Minister President of
Hessen, also prenested a paper later during
the Congress. The text of these speeches,
which were enthusiastically received by the
audience follows.

Without Values,
Sport has no Future!

“Performance and morals
do not conflict!”

Guest of Honour
and Keynote Speaker
at the Opening of the
13th European Fair
Play Congress, held in
the historic Town Hall
of the City of Frankfurt, the Römer, was a
European Head of
State and IOC MemGrandDukeHENRI
ber: Grand Duke
ofLuxembourg
Henri of Luxembourg. He addressed the title under which
the whole event was held: "The Olympic
Values and the Future of Sport". A number
of extracts from this speech follow:
„[…]
It is with sincere emotion that I quote
the words of my father, Grand Duke Jean,

Dr.
Tho mas
Bach, Vi ce-Pre si dent of the IOC and
Pre si dent of the
Ger man
Olym pic
Sports Confederation, underlined the
significance of the
Values of Sport.
“Fair Play should
Dr.ThomasBACH
al ways and everywhere be the maxim
of our actions.”
“Of course, the responsibilities of a national umbrella organisation include organising and financing sport in all its different manifestations and forms. Naturally,
our aim is to create the prerequisites that
enable as many people as possible in this
country, in our schools and clubs, as well
as outside of these to move and compete
with each other. And who would actually
deny that it is, not least, our duty to do
our utmost to enable the representatives
of our country to compete successfully in
international events.
However, our endeavours at the German Olympic Sports Confederation actually extend beyond this. Because we want,
at one and the same time, to raise the profile and to highlight the Olympic Idea and
the ethical principles of sport.
Hence we, ladies and gentlemen, have
absolute confidence in the special opportunities that sport provides, in its humanitarian, social and cultural resources. Yes,
and this too leads to a special obligation
for us. The Olympic Games, in particular,
impressively help us realise how sport can
provide the peaceful and joyous meeting
of people with a framework, with meaning
as well as with invaluable added value.
Because this major festival of sport is
not just about records and medals, but is

Continued on page 11

Showing Respect and
Tolerance: Working Together
for a Peaceful and Better World
An event like
the European Fair
Play Congress cannot be organised
and run without
the help of partners. Besides the
Federal Ministry of
the Interior, a
number of other
RolandKOCH
sponsors also need
to be mentioned, including, not least,
the State of Hessen, whose Minister President, Roland Koch, not only took on the
patronage of the Congress but also personally delivered a much-appreciated speContinued on page 11

Continued on page 11

2nd European Youth Fair Play Congress
"If you put Youth and Sport together,
you always have a winning team!"
Dr. Djibril Diallo
Director of the New York UN Office for
Sport, Development and Peace
FRANKFURT- Following the 1st European
Youth Fair Play Congress held in Vienna in
2004, the German Sports Youth (Deutsche
Sportjugend - DSJ) organised the second
such meeting of young people at the
"House of Youth", Frankfurt am Main, parallel to the 13th European Fair Play Congress
being held at the same time. A total of 35
young decision-makers, disseminators and
multipliers from the field of organised youth
sport from 15 European countries discussed
the topics of Doping Prevention, the UN Millennium Development Goals (MDGs), plus
Sport and Anti-Discrimination. The official
welcoming addresses were given by Benjamin Folkmann (DSJ Board Member), Prof.
Dr. Carlos Gonçalves (President of the European Fair Play Movement), Jan Holze (Chairman of ENGSO Youth), and Dr. Djibril Diallo, who addressed the participants via video
message. The Vice-President of the German
Olympic Sports Confederation (Deutscher
Olympischer Sportbund – DOSB) and President of the International Council of Sport
Science and Physical Education (ICSSPE),
Prof. Dr. Gudrun Doll-Tepper, attended the
event to gain an impression of the proceedings and to show her support.
Primarily, the Congress aimed to create
networks and structures and to facilitate an
exchange of information and ideas on current and planned projects. Furthermore, it
sought to introduce the participants to the
above-mentioned topics and to raise their
awareness on how to deal competently with

THEPARTICIPANTS:Theparticipantsofthe2nd
YouthEuropeanFairPlayCongresswithEFPM
PresidentProf.Gonüalves.
the associated problems. In workshops, participants exchanged views and opinions, discussed various aspects, and sought ways in
which they could implement these in practiContinued on page 12

First time: Workshop for
Teachers at the European
Fair Play Congress
By Rolf Gessmann
FRANKFURT- It was a really good
idea to combine the 13th European Fair
Play Congress with a special workshop
for teachers. This provided the tradition
of Olympic-orientated in-service training
courses that had been organised for
many years by the German NOC with an
insight into the Fair Play Education activities pursued in other European countries, and so set a particular accent.
A dedicated programme had been deContinued on page 13

EFPM DECLARATION (Frankfurt 2007)
See page 8
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NEWS FROM
THE WORLD OF
EUROPEAN FAIR PLAY
TURKEY

2007 a year of awards for Turkey

AUSTRIA

13-year-old
Turkish girl
wins World
Fair Play Trophy
ISTANBUL- For the Turkish Fair Play
Council, 2007 ended on a happy note. Not
only had we attended a successful EFPM
Congress in Frankfurt, but we had also had
the pleasure of seeing awards made to Turkish people both by the CIFP and by the
EFPM.
A major award from the CIFP
The first major award to be won by a Turk in 2007 came from the CIFP (the ‘International Committee for Fair Play’). The Baron
Pierre de Coubertin Trophy, which is the
CIFP’s highest award in the ‘Actions carried
out in the Spirit of Fair Play’ category, was
given to a 13-year-old schoolgirl from the
city of Trabzon, on Turkey’s Black Sea coast. While Hilal Coﬂkuner was competing in
an inter-school athletics competition, one
of the other runners in the race was sudANAWARD
FROM
THEEFPM:
Prof.Dr.Carlos
Gonçalves
presents
Mr.Mehmet
Atalaywiththe
EFPM’sSilver
Order.

n

THE BARON COUBERTIN TROPHY: Hülya Coükuner
receives the CIFP award from UNESCO Director
KoichiroMatsuurainthepresenceofEFPMVicePresidentandChairmanoftheTurkishFairPlayCouncil
ErdoganArıpınarattheceremonyinParis.
denly taken ill and fell to the ground. Hilal
abandoned the race to carry her fellowcompetitor to hospital. She received her
award from UNESCO Director Koichiro
Matsuuro at the UNESCO Building in Paris,
in the presence of Erdo€an Ar›p›nar, Chairman of the Turkish Fair Play Council.
An award from the EFPM
Turkey’s second award came from the
EFPM. The Olympic and Sports Library in Istanbul was presented with an EFPM Fair
Play Plaque of Merit and Diploma in the
‘National Organisation’ category.
A gesture of thanks from the
EFPM President
At a ceremony held at Olympic House, Istanbul, Mr. Mehmet Atalay, General Director of the Turkish Youth and Sports Board,
was presented with the EFPM’s Silver Order
by EFPM President Prof. Dr. Carlos Gonçalves in recognition of the support he has given to our organisation in many ways over
the years, and of the donation he recently
made to it.

Sports & Integration
Projects in Austria

ASKÖ deals with various aspects of Fair Play. With the following two projects in
Vienna and Salzburg Austria’s largests sports-for-all-organisation is promoting the
integration process of young immigrants through sports: “speak[sports]”

VIENNA- In summer 2006
the ASKOE unit in the city of Vienna started the project “speak[sports]”. During the summer
holidays more than 195 girls
and boys between 10 and 15
years of age took part in these
language and sports-camps.
The number of participants increased this year, when more
than 300 youngsters joined the
camps, which were held at five
different sport locations in Vienna during the whole of July
and August 2007. ASKÖ manages this project together with
the youth associations “Zeit!Raum”, “Inter>face” and the
municipality.
One camp lasted two weeks THISISHOWIT’SDONE:AnexampleoftheworkofASKü’sSports
and included German language andIntegrationProject.
courses on different levels, an
interesting sports program with professi- age. Combined with different sports activional equipment and coaches (e.g. Flag Fo- ties the youngsters had language sessions,
otball, Inline Skating, Beach Volley, Soccer, excursions and got to know the culture, traBaseball), lunch with soft drinks and dayca- ditional habits and customs of the region.
re from 8.30 until 17.00 Because of the fun- This project received financial support
ding of the municipality each participant from the department for social affairs of
only had to pay EUR 60,- for two weeks all the federal province of Salzburg and the
inclusive. Finally one point has to be men- sports department of the Federal Chanceltioned. The young participants 2007 were lery of Austria.
coming from more than 40 different countBoth ASKÖ projects won the first prize in
ries of origin.
the international competition “United by
Sports”, where models of best practice in
“Integral”
In spring 2007 the ASKÖ unit in the fede- the field of “integration through sports”
ral province of Salzburg started a similar from Germany, the United Kingdom, the
project, focusing on the integration of yo- Netherlands, Slovenia and Austria were
ung immigrants between 6 and 14 years of demanded.

The 9th EYOF Summer edition was a great success. The EFPM took part on it
BELGRADE- The 9th European Youth
Olympic Festival held at Belgrade (Serbia) last 21-28 July was a great success.
About 3000 young athletes from the 49
NOC’s of Europe took part in the event,
organised during a period of abnormally
high temparatures, having the opportunity to
experience the right
atmosphere of Olympism and to learn the
true meaning of the
Olympic values.
Following the previous par ti ci pa ti ons at
the EYOF Summer editions, the EFPM took
part in the event, contributing to spreading
MiodragJOTIC
the Fa ir Play va lu es
and principles among
all com pe ti tors (ath le tes, co ac hes,
sports officials, etc...)
The EFPM pre sen ce was pos sib le
thanks to the understanding and cooperation of the EOC-EYOF Commission and
to the support and involvement of the
Fair Play Commission of the National
Olympic Committee of Serbia founded in
2005 in the city of Novi Sad.
Neither Miroslav Cerar nor Ioannis Psilopoulos, the EFPM appointed delegates
to the event, could attend, in last minutes decisions related to different health
reasons.
For this reason, Mr. Miodrag Jotic, deputy of the Serbian Fair Play Commission, with the help of Mrs. Ljubinka Kukri-

ka and Mr. Stevan Horvat, both members
of this Commission, took on the responsibility, at the request of the EFPM President, to manage the EFPM presence at
the event in the preparatory stage. During the event, Mr. Georges Diderich (Luxem bo urg) and Lot tas Cha ra lam bos
(Cyprus) both members of the EFPM Executive Committee, were the EFPM representatives.
A Fair Play stand was created in the
Olympic village. The stand, full of banners, posters, books, leaflets and other
educational Fair Play material, operated
continuously from 17.30 up to 22.00
(due to the hot weather), and was visited by a large number of participants.
The visit to the Fair Play stand of the famous Serbian and NBA player Vladan Divac, was a “special moment”, enabling a
larger promotion of the available Fair
Play material.
The Serbian Fair Play Commission
printed six different flyers, in Serbian
and English, all with the EFPM logo, focusing on different Fair Play issues.
The Fair Play Awarding Jury was composed of Georges Diderich (EFPM); Charalambos Lottas (EFPM); Dorde Visacki
(EYOF Executive Director) and Miodrag
Jotic and Ljubinka Kukrika, both members of the Serbian Fair Play Commission.
The Jury decided to grant the Fair
Play Awards to the Slovak 800 meter runner, Jan Bena for his gesture of helping a
team mate of his national team who was
facing an unexpected health problem
and not having, consequently, the oppor-

tunity to participate in
his qualification race,
and to the over 1000
mem bers of the VO LUN TE ERS TE AM, for
the outstanding contribution to the event’s
succes.
To Mi od rag Jo tic,
Lju bin ka Kuk ri ka and
Ste van Hor vat, the
EFPM pays its gratitude
for the ir re mar kab le
work in the promotion
of the Olympic values
du ring the 9th EYOF
Summer edition and for
the clo se co ope ra ti on
established with our organisation.
Till Tampere 2009!

THEEYOFFAIRPLAYAWARD: InBelgrade,theFairPlayAwardwaswon
byJanBenaofSlovakiawhoabandonedthe800-metreracetogotothe
helpofafemalememberofhisteamwhohadbeenstungbyabee.

THEEFPMTEAM
ATTHEEYOF:
TheEFPMteamcarried
outasuccessful
programmeofactivitiesat
theEYOFinBelgrade.Here,EFPMExecutiveCommitteeMember
GeorgesDiderich,
MiodragJotic
(amemberofthe
SerbianFairPlay
Council)andSrdjan
Vujicareseenoutsidethe
FairPlayTent.
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NEWS FROM
THE WORLD OF
EUROPEAN FAIR PLAY
CYPRUS

RUSSIA

A new
book by
Prof. Rodichenko –
‘Sport and Conscience’

Cyprus ready for
the 14th European
Fair Play Congress
NICOSIA- Following the decision by the
EFPM Executive Committee to hold the 14th
European Fair Play Congress
in Nicosia, preparations for
this event are now under
way. The Cyprus Fair Play
Committee (with the support of the Cyprus National
Olympic Committee) has been setting its targets with
regard to the organisation of
the event, and working to
General
achieve them.
Charalambos
Technical matters
LOTTAS
The body in charge of
preparations is the Organising Committee.
Their initial aims are to identify and enga-

SLOVENIA

TheHiltonHotelinNicosia-thevenueforthe14thEuropeanFairPlayCongress.
ge keynote speakers and to draw up the
programme for the event. A first and second invitation to attend will then be sent
to all members.
In the course of these preparations,

The World Day of Sport

LJUBLJANA- On the “World Day of Sport”,
the Jelka nursery school in Ljubljana, in collaboration with the Police Academy and the
Faculty of Sports of the University of Ljubljana, organised a “Day of Sport in Jelka Nursery
School” in Tacen, one of the favorable Ljubljana
suburbs.
This
year, an impressive number of 300 children,
parents officials and experts, the Ljubljana
Sports Faculty students and children from the
Institute for rehabilitation of children in
Ljubljana, several sports associations (Gib
Sports Center, Plesno City and Fencing Tabor
section) in the company of the attractive His
Honorable Knight
Wolfie, Volk Turjaski, were welcomed
at the Opening Ceremony by Zoran
Jankovic, Mayor of
the City of Ljubljana, Franc Kosmac,
Director of the Police Academy and Janez Kocijancic, President of the Olympic Committee of
Slovenia-Association of Sports Federations.
The participants
in the celebration
TWOCHAMPIONS:
were involved in 15
MiroslavCerar,
sports workshops,
achampionattwoOlymfor the last two yepics,andafuturechamars part of the
pionseen
sports programme
openingthe‘WorldDay
called “Gibalcek”
ofSport’eventinLjublja(free translation:
na.

almost as lithe as an eel) managed by Barbara Sancevic, the nursery school sports
teacher. The nursery school personnel looks
forward to regular monthly visits by top athletes to their nursery school during which
their children cannot only practice sports in
the company of their sports heroes but also
discuss various sports issues with them. Throughout the school season, children have been
encouraged to help each other and offer support to those less successful in sports skills
rather than make a mockery of them. Some
of the children responded indeed remarkably
and were awarded special medals during the
ceremony, presented by golden Olympian Miroslav Cerar, President of the Slovenian Olympic Academy.
During the traditional children spring run,
for example, Andraz Rus, could well have been the winner of the race, had he not offered
help and encouragement to his injured and
less fortunate two opponents during the very
last moments of the race. After the prize
winners took an oath to continue to be active in sports, the Knight Volk Turjaski solemnly announced they had all qualified to
become the knights of sport in the near future.
Many top athletes participated in the
“World Day of Sport” celebration, among
them Mitja Petkovsek, Mojca Rode, Saso Jereb, Peter Mankoc, Gal Jakic, Brigita Langerholc, Miran Stanovnik, Andrej Jerman, Robert Kranjec, Tina di Batista, Simeon Hocevar, Petra Nareks, Bauer Klemen, Teja Gregorin, Ivo Jan, Peter Rozic, Spela Pretnar, Tina Kuhelji, Anze Jakopin, Natasa Radulovic

EFPM Vice President Prof. Dr. Manfred
Lämmer and General Secretary Ioannis Psilopoulos will be visiting Cyprus in order to
see everything at first hand before the
EFPM Executive Committee holds its meeting there at the beginning of May.
Our venue: the Hilton Hotel
The venue for the Congress and the
General Assembly has already been chosen:
reservations have been made at the wellknown Hilton Park Hotel in Nicosia. This hotel is situated close to the centre of the
city, at a distance of approximately 45 kilometres from the airport. The Congress will
take place from October 1 to 5, 2008.
Arrival in Cyprus
Delegates arriving in Cyprus will land at
Larnaca International Airport. As Cyprus is
not yet a signatory to the Schengen Agreement, visitors are able to get their visas
at the airport itself. Transport from the
airport to the hotel will be provided.
Weather and local currency
Cyprus lies in the Eastern Mediterranean
Sea, and the temperature in early October
is likely to be in the region of 20° C. The
languages spoken locally are Greek and
Turkish, but many people also speak a foreign language (usually English, French or
German). The local currency since January
1, 2008 in the euro.

MOSCOW- Prof. Dr.
Vladimir
Rodichenko,
who has earned a reputation as a man of ideas in
the world of Fair Play,
has added another work
to the literature of our
cause. This 142-page
book, entitled ‘Sport and
Conscience’, has been
published by the Russian
National Olympic Committee and sent out to
schools as a text to be
studied. In it, the author
examines the issue of Fair Play from the humanistic angle.

Prof.Dr.Vladimir
RODICHENKO

CROATIA

Successful Fair Play
Activities in Croatia
ZAGREB- The Croatian Fair Play Committee is composed of eleven members (athletes, coaches,
Croatian Olympic Committee
Council members and other
sports officials)
and four representatives of
the Croatian
Sports JournaGrudenBiserkaVRABEK
lists Associati&MoranaPALIKOVIC
on. They act in
accordance with the Croatian Fair Play
Committee regulations adopted by mutual
consent by the above- mentioned organisations.
Continued on page 10

THREEPRESIDENTS
AttheEOCGeneralAssembly
inValencia:
(fromlefttoright)EFPM
PresidentProf.Dr.Carlos
Gonüalves,EOCPresident
Dr.h.c.PatrickHickey,and
Mr.TogayBayatlü(President,
NOCofTurkeyandmemberof
theEOCExecutive
Committee).

Continued on page 10

EFPM present at the 36th EOC
General Assembly in Valencia

BIGANDSMALL: FamousSlovenianathleteswereguestsofhonourattheJELKAKindergartenduringthe
‘WorldDayofSport’event.

VALENCIA- The 36th General Assembly
of the Eu ro pe an Olym pic Com mit te es
took place at Valencia (Spain), November
30 - December 1, 2007, under the responsibility of the National Olympic Committee
of Spain.
The Opening Ceremony was held under
the Presidency of His Majesty, King Juan
Carlos I, showing a great interest for the
Olympic Movement.
The event was attended by the IOC President, Jacques Rogge; delegates from the
49 NOC’s registered with EOC; members of
the Olympic Games Organising Committees
and from the applicant cities for the Ga-

mes of the XXXI Olympiad 2016 (Baku, Chicago, Doha, Madrid, Prague, Rio de Janeiro
and Tokyo); representatives from the Organising Committees of the past and future Summer and Winter EYOF editions; representatives from the candidate cities for
the 1st Youth Olympic Games, as well as
representatives from different European
and International sports organisations.
The EFPM was represented by its President, Prof. Dr. Carlos Gonçalves, who had
the opportunity of sending a message to
the audience, focusing on some of the
Continued on page 12
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EFPM Declaration
Frankfurt 2007
Representatives from 26 members of
the European Fair Play Movement
(EFPM) and over 200 participants attended the 13th EFPM Congress held in
Frankfurt am Main from 18 to 20 October 2007 on the topic of “Olympic Values and the Future of Sport”.
Bearing in mind
l its particular responsibilities for
promoting the values and principles of
Fair Play in all sports activities and in
everyday life, throughout Europe,
l the Declarations adopted at the 12
previous EFPM Congresses, and taking
into account
l that racism, xenophobia and intolerance constitute a serious threat to
sport and its ethical values,
l as well as the increasing number of
regrettable incidents registered in a
whole range of sports over the past year
involving doping and other forms of manipulation, aggression and violence (verbal and physical), and corruption,
The EFPM calls on
l politicians to understand that sport
can only have a truly promising future if
democratic and transparent procedures
are implemented that are based on the
Olympic values of humanism, non-discrimination, universality, solidarity and on
an alliance between sport, education
and culture.
l entrepreneurs to incorporate the
Olympic values in a Code of Ethics for
Business to serve as an effective tool in
the fight against corruption. This cooperation between the business world and
the sports world – sponsoring, promotion, marketing and public relations, etc.
– can be exceptionally fruitful for both
sides and enables both to look forward
full of hope to a future of clean and fair competition in both fields.
l judges and lawyers not to hesitate
in using the legislation that is available
to them as a tool for preventing or punishing abuse and misconduct of all
kinds, without discrimination and selectivity, by applying transparent and fair
procedures. In such cases, both the athletes and those directly responsible for
their acts and behaviour must be punished. Systematic, long-term education
programmes and measures should accompany the implementation of the
law.
l teachers, scholars and artists to follow their deepest principles in order to
promote the values of life and society,
and to combine Olympic education with
a holistic approach to culture education, to apply the Olympic ideals that represent the human, social and moral dimension of sport as the fundamental
aims and objectives of education programmes and of club-based youth sports
programmes, to develop new physical
education, teacher training and coaching education programmes, and to
promote morals and ethics in line with
the principles and values of Olympic
Education.
l journalists and the mass media to
play the vital role that they have by
using the full potential of sport to create a more humane society and a peaceful world, to communicate and disseminate the values of fair play and tolerance in sporting life by focusing on the positive aspects of sport, by showcasing
examples of fair play, by not using highContinued on page 14

AZERBAIJAN

Azerbaijan’sFairPlay
Handbook.

ONTHEROSTRUM:
AzerbaijanFairPlay
CouncilChairmanKhazar
Isaevmakeshisspeech
onFairPlayattheopeningoftheSportsSeason
inBaku.

Azerbaijan Fair Play Council’s successes

Azerbaijan’s slogan: ‘No sport without Fair Play’
BAKU- The Azerbaijan National Olympic
Committee, headed by the country’s President, Mr. Ilham Aliyev, is celebrating its 15th
anniversary with a programme of large-scale
festivities and sporting events. Khazar Isaev,
a former world champion wrestler who is now
the Chairman of the Azerbaijan Fair Play Council, has been an active delegate to the
EFPM since 1995 and has carried out some
successful activities in this field.
‘No Sport without Fair Play’
Throughout Khazar Isaev’s work for Fair
Play in sport in Azerbaijan, he has used the
slogan ‘No Sport without Fair Play’. Here
a summary of the activities that have been undertaken so far
by the Azerbaijan Fair Play Council.
-The attributes of
the Fair Play Commission of Azerbaijan have been prepared
(flag,
declaration,
badges).
- The information
13YEARS’ATTENDANCE:
Azerbaijanhasattendedall about the participation of the republic’s
EFPMGeneral
Assembliessince1995.He- sport organizations,
reweseeKhazarIsaevat federations and sport
societies, the activithe13thGeneral
ties and future plans
AssemblyinFrankfurt.

FROMTHEEFPM
WITHLOVE:
Duringtheirvisitto
Bakuontheoccasionof
thecelebrationsforthe15th
anniversaryofthe
NationalOlympic
Committeeof
Azerbaijanandofits
FairPlayCouncil,
EFPMVice-President
Erdo€anArüpünar
andTürker
Aslanwerereceivedbythe
President,
Mr.IlhamAliyev.
of the Azerbaijan Fair Play Commission and
also about the affairs that lead by the European Fair Play Movement was given to the general public on May 8, 2007.
- The conference according ideas and gains, Azerbaijan Fair Play Movement’s positive
influence to the society was held with the
participation of students who will be sport
specialist in future and professor membership
in the Azerbaijan State Physical Training and
Sport Academy in 22.05.2007.
- The brochure, which reflects popularization and enlightenment of the Fair Play Movement principle’s were printed for the sport
public and especially for young portsmen in
March 2007.
- The programmers, videos according the

Fair Play Movement activities were shown,
the articles were printed in the republic’s
mass publication during the year.
- The conference according the ‘Fair Principles in sport and society’ was organized
with the participation of Baku Sport and Youth Institution, the members of the Fair Play
Commission, state persons, the capital’s 11
region and also with the leaders of the sport
society in 11.10.2007.
- Routine appeals and cripples of the Azerbaijan Fair Play Commission were responded
during the year.
- According the year’s results Azerbaijan
Fair Play Commission instituted prizes for ten
Continued on page 12

Pioneers in the foundation of the EFPM

CZECH REPUB-

Czech Republic still a leader in Fair Play Activities

PRA GUE- The Czech Fa ir Play Club
(CFPC) of the Czech Olympic Committee
(COC) un der went se ve ral fun da men tal
changes during the past year.
In November 2006 the chairman, Jiri Peli kan, re sig ned for he alth re asons.
Following his resignation,
the Executive Committee of the Czech Olympic Committee appointed Mrs. Kveta Peckova
as the head of the Czech
Fair Play Club.
At its session in April
2006 the Plenum of the
COC
app ro ved
an
amendment of the COC
statutes; in June 2007
KvetaPECKOVA
the COC Executive Committee approved the amended statutes of
the Czech Fair Play Club as a component of
the COC and appointed a new board of directors of the CFPC.
The new board features a greater representation of sports personalities of the
present day and recent past: Martin Doktor – double Olympic gold medallist in canoeing at the Atlanta Olympics; Helena Sukova – top tennis player from the 1980s

and 1990s.
For the first time, a sports journalist
from Czech Television, Vladimir Drbohlav,
and a journalist from the Czech Press
Agency, Radek Novak, also became members of the CFPC. At its August session, the
CFPC board elected Kveta Peckova as its
chairwoman and Jiri Vicha and Karel Malina as vice-chairmen.
The new composition of the Czech Fair
Play Club strives to follow up activities
from previous years, as well as adding new

activities.
It acts as the patron of competitions,
mainly in youth categories, every month,
and even more frequently in June when
the school year ends.
- Prague Handball Cup
- Children Sport Games
- Prelouc – international youth football
tournament
- Sports Day – Postoloprty

JANZELEZNY: AtripleOlympicchampioninthejavelinthrowand
theIOCAthletes’CommissionMemberreceivedfromthehands
ofMilanJirasek,CzechNOCPresident,andMrs.KvetaPeckova
themainfairplayaward.

Continued on page 12

YOUNG ICE-HOCKEY PLAYERS of the PragueSpartaClub(born1997)withtheircoach
JanZlatohlavek,whocorrectedthedecisionof
a referee and pointed out that his team had
concededaregulargoal.
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Hard work rewarded
POLAND

Plenty of Fair Play
Awards for Poland

WARSAW- On May 2, 2007 the Olympic
Centre in Warsaw hosted the presentation ceremony for the annual Fair Play awards with
the participation of the Olympic Family chaired by POC President Piotr Nurowski and Secretary General Adam Krzesinski, as well as Vice Presidents Dorota Idzi (Ambassador for
Fair Play at the European Union), Ryszard Parulski, Adam Giersz and Wojciech Walkiewicz.
The ceremony was hosted by Fair Play Club
Chairperson Mrs. Zofia Zukowska and its Secretary Ms. Magdalena Rejf.
We had the honor to have among us Mrs.
Katarina Raczova, EFPM Executive Committee
member, who presented the EFPM Diploma to
the Museum of Sport and Tourism in Warsaw
for the contribution to promoting fair play values. The diploma was presented to Mrs. Iwona Grys, Director of the Museum. Then Mrs.
Raczova read the message from EFPM President Carlos Gonçalves prepared on that occa-

ATROPHYFROMTHEIOC: Prof.ZofiaZukowskahas
beengiventheIOC’s‘SportandPromotionofOlympism’
Trophy-thehighestawardevergiven
bytheIOCtoPoland.

LUXEMBOURG

AMESSAGEFROM
THEEFPMPRESIDENT:
KatarinaRaczova,
member
oftheEFPM
Executive
Committee,
readsouta
messagefrom
EFPMPresident
Prof.Gonüalvesat
theaward
ceremony.
sion for all the prizewinners.
The POC Fair Play Club didn’t award anybody with the Main Trophy for acts of fair play
in 2006.
Six fair play prizes for the sports career
and worthy professional and personal life after it, including active social and professional
activity in sports went to:
IWONA KOWALEWSKA - pentathlate winner
of 19 World and European Championships medals, multiple Polish champion. After completing her sports career she has been working
with young people as a physical education teacher and coach. As in competition she has always shown fair play attitude in life.
ELZBIETA PORZEC-NOWAK - bronze Olympic
medal winner in Mexico, 176 times in the representation of Poland in volleyball; persist in
training, disciplined and brilliant in the game,
always respecting fair play values. Since ending her sports career she has been very active in the Olympic Movement; exemplary mother and highly estimated worker.
PIOTR PUSTELNIK - alpinist and instructor
of alpinism; he successfully climbed 13 eight
thousand meters high mountains. He is well
known for his fair behavior. During his mountain exhibitions he has been always ready to
help everybody in need.

President Rogge a guest
of honour in Luxembourg

LUXEMBOURG- The Luxembourg Nati- tive Committee and expressed satisfaction
onal Olympic Committee (COSL) recently with the way the country’s sports infrastheld elections. The country’s National ructure is developing. A detailed account of
Olympic Committee, which is under the his visit was published in ‘Flambeau’, the
patronage of Grand Duke Henri, elected a official organ of the Luxembourg National
new Executive Committee. The Committee Olympic Committee. Meanwhile, Luxembois presided over by Marc Theisen and inclu- urg continues to undertake successful Fair
des Georges Diderich, EFPM Executive Com- Play activities in many different areas.
mittee member. A full list of members is as
follows:
S.A.R. le Grand-Duc HENRI,
Member of the IOC
for Luxembourg
Marc THEISEN, president
Jean-Louis MARGUE,
1st Vice-President
Vonny COLAS-HENTGES,
2nd Vice-President
Members at large
THELUXEMBOURGOLYMPICCOMMITTEE’S
Dr. Georges DIDERICH
GENERALASSEMBLY
Fernand GUTH
André HOFFMANN
Rita KROMBACH
Paul MARCY
Karin MAYER
Dr. Axel URHAUSEN
Georges WELBELS
Marlyse PAULY,
Secretary General
The visit of the President
IOC President Dr. Jacques Rogge
has visited Luxembourg to attend
award ceremonies. During his visit,
he also met the NOC’s new Execu-

MembersoftheLuxembourgNationalOlympicCommitteewithIOC
PresidentDr.JacquesRogge.

AWELL-DESERVEDFAIRPLAYAWARD
THEEFPM’S
HIGHESTAWARD: The
EFPM’shighestaward
hasbeengiventothe
PolishMuseumof
Sportsand
Tourism.The
Museum’sDirector,
IwonaGrys,received
theawardfromPOC
PresidentPiotr
Nurowskiand
FairPlayCouncil
ChairwomanProf.Dr.
ZofiaZukowskainfront
ofthemuseumbuilding.

ZBIGNIEW SCHWARZER - rower, nineteenfold champion of Poland in pairs, double
sculls, fours and eights, bronze medal winner
at European Championships, Olympian from
Helsinki (1952) and Melbourne (1956). After
anding his sports career outstanding coach
and academic teacher, author of many publications on rowing training.
EDWARD STAWIARZ - double Olympian in
athletics in long distance running, 13x champion of Poland. After his sports career he has
been working as an outstanding coach, official and Executive Board member of the Polish
Olympic Committee and the Polish Athletics

SERBIA

Association and has been working actively on
promoting
the
Olympic
values.
The Diplomas for fair play values promotion went to:
DANUTA BULKOWSKA-MILEJ - graduate of
Wroclaw Academy of Physical Education, participant of the Olympic Games in Moscow
(1980) in athletics, bronze medal winner at
the World Championships in Paris,
Gothenborg and Piraeus, double Polish record
holder in the high jump; initiator and propaContinued on page 12

Fair Play leads the way in every
branch of sport in Serbia

SERBIA’sOLYMPICHEROES
BELGRADE- The goal of the Fair Play Commission of the Olympic Committee in Serbia is
to spread the Olympic ideas and values. The
Commission is composed of the following
members:
Chairman: Steven Zoric
Deputies: Miodrag Jotic
Drazen Dalipagic
Members: Ljubinka Kukrika
Stevan Horvat
Milan Galic
Since all activities of the Fair Play Commission of a broader scope requires coordination
with sports associations, schools and other
institutions and the approval and permission
granted by the Chairman of the OC (which
meets on temporary basis), it has been agreed, in order to facilitate the work of the
Commission, to establish a seperate organisation for Fair Play.

MIODRAGJOTIC (LEFT): His activities promoting Fair
PlayinSerbiaareextremelysuccessful.

Under the direct influence of the Fair Play
Commission of the OC in Serbia, and upon the
approval of the OCS the “FAIR PLAY MOVEMENT“ has been established in the town of
Novi Sad. The town of Novi Sad backed up our
Continued on page 12
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France once again applauds champions at the ‘Palace of Sport’

IRIS Awards for 2007 presented

Famous footballer
Raymond Kopa receives
the Jury’s Special Award
PARIS- House of Sports Spirit; French National Sports Prizes; Virginie Dedieu has become the most important artist of the
synchronised swimming world, due to her
passion, creativity and hard work.
After the team victory
in 1996 European Cup,
Dedieu became champion
de France seven times in
solo and duet; two times
vice-world champion in
solo and one time in duet
with Myriam Lignot.
Bronze medallist at the
2000 Sydney Olympic Games and Winner of the
AlbertBEGARDS
World Cup in 2002, 2003
and 2005…. These are followed by the end
of Dedieu’s career who will sacrifice herself
to the study of conception and interior design. So, in 2006, she came to support the
national gathering of our organisation on the
artistic subject of “sports spirit; ethics of li-

fe” and then, hops! She aimed for a triumphal solo in 2007 and won her 3rd world
championship. This third title, known also
abroad, illustrates the style of Virginie Dedieu, the sole ballerina in the world not having nose clips and who has achieved her inner liberty as well as a perfect command of
the choreography. She personifies the charm
that sublimates the elegance of the gesture
and of the spirit with an exemplary sportive
simplicity.
National Prize of Sports Spirit; the Colette Besson Prize, was given to her by JeanMichel Brown, Vice-President of the Olympic
Committee and by Philippe Duboscq, Advisor
to the Minister of Health, Youth and Sports.
The certificate was given by Jean-Paul Nogues, Colette Besson’s husband. She received the flowers from Jean-Louis Boujon,
President of the federation.

dal at the 2000 Summer Olympics with the
Men’s National Team. In 2001, they won the
Cup de France. In 2002 was the champion of
Greece and came back to Cholet where he
ended his career. In 2007 Jim Bilba was still
a very important sportsman in people’s memories due to the fair play he showed at all
times. The National Prize for a Sports Care-

er, of Fair Play; the Patrice Martin Prize was
given to him by Jean-Michel Brown, VicePresident of the Olympic Committee and by
Philippe Duboscq, Advisor to the Minister of
Health, Youth and Sports.
Special Prize of the Jury;
Continued on page 10

National Prize for a Sports Career
At the age of 18 Jim Bilba came from Guadeloupe to Cholet where he would boost
the expectations. Champion of France in
1993, 1994 and European champion in 1993,
Jim Bilba was chosen as the best French basketball player of 1996/97. He played in 166
internationals and France won the silver meAGROUPPHOTOGRAPHFROMTHE‘MAISONDUSPORTFRANÇAIS’.
BIGGESTPRIZEGOESTOJIM
BILBA:(fromlefttoright)Philippe
Duboscq(representingtheMinistry
ofSport),PatriceMartin(12times
worldwater
skiingchampion),JimBilba(Captain
oftheFrenchbasketballteam),
Jean-MichelBrun
(representingthePresidentofthe
NationalOlympicCommittee),
HonorüFulrate-Piltere
(representingtheGuadeloupe
OlympicCommittee),Michel
Pouteau(delegateoftheNational
BasketballLeague).

WORLD
CHAMPIONIN
SYNCHRONISED
SWIMMING:
Virginie
Dedieu
withher
Colette
Besson
Trophy.

THE EUROPEAN FAIR PLAY MOVEMENT WAS THERE
The EFPM at the 17th Women’s European Handball
Championship

Fai r Pl ay Awar d at
t he 50t h Eur ope an
Tabl e Tenni s Yout h
Champi ons hi ps

“The Musketeers on the Road”
FRANKFURT- The 13th European Fair Play
Congress had a very interesting topic that
is really up-to-date at the moment: Olympic Values and the Future of Sport. When
promoting Olympic values one cannot neglect fencing, closely linked to the history
of the Olympic Games since 1896 and one
of the only four sports that have always been part of the Modern Olympic Games.
That’s why I was particularly happy that
the European Fencing Confederation and
its Promotion Commission launched a prog-

ram to promote fencing among fencers and
laymen alike, and to spread Olympic Values among athletes and fans of all ages, especially children. “The Musketeers on the
Road” is a promotion program consisting of
different elements
A travelling exhibition topic is obviously
fencing, covering its history, Pierre de
Coubertin’s passion for this sport, basic rules of fencing to enable laymen to follow
Continued on page 13

BRATISLAVA- The Fair Play Club of the
Slovak Olympic Committee spreads the Fair
Play ideas very effectively, by means of cooperation with the Slovak Sports Federations. FPC- SOC announces the Fair Play Award
during top youth sport events organised by
the Slovak Sport Federations.
One of these events in 2007 was the 17th
Women’s European Handball Championship
held in Bratislava from 29th June to 8th July
2007. The FPC-SOC accepted with great honour the patronage of the European Fair
Play Movement for this event.
The organising federation, the Slovak
Handball Federation, announced among other awards also the Special Fair Play Award
Continued on page 13

BRATISLAVA- The 50th European Table
Tennis Youth Championships took place
in Bratislava, on July 13-22, 2007. It was
an extraordinary honour that the biggest
talents from all over Europe met and celebrated this important event in the capital of Slovakia. It was also a reward for
many years of the top-quality work of
the Slovak Table Tennis Association,
which was able to prepare this event at
a very high level, to offer a pleasant
stay, beautiful days full of sport, fun and
an incomparable atmosphere to all participants.
Table tennis is one of the most popular
sports. Bratislava hosted 600 young comContinued on page 13
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European Fair Play Awards 2007
The EFPM Jury for the 2007 Fair Play
Awards examined the applications
thoroughly during its meeting in
Frankfurt on October 17th, 2007, and
taking into account the relevant regulations and criteria decided as follows:
1. The European Fair Play Plaque of
Merit and Diploma for a National organisation and for its contribution to supporting by appropriate initiatives the preservation of ethical values in sports and consequently reinforcing the values and principles of fair play and tolerance goes to
the OLYMPIC AND SPORTS LIBRARY in Istanbul, Turkey, nominated by the National
Olympic Committee of Turkey.
2. The European Fair Play Plaque of
Merit and Diploma for an Individual and

SLOVAKIA

for the personal contribution and services
rendered to the implementation of the values of sport, the education of youth and
athletes in the spirit of fair play and tolerance and the study and better understanding of ethics in sport is awarded to Prof.
Dr. VLADISLAV STOLYAROV, Chair of Philosophy, Sociology and Theory of Olympic
Education at the Russian State University
of Physical Culture, Sport and Tourism,
nominated by the Russian Olympic Committee.
3. The European Fair Play Diploma for
an Individual and for the contribution made to supporting by appropriate initiatives
the preservation of ethical values in sport
and consequently reinforcing the values
and principles of fair play and tolerance is

awarded to Mr. STELIOS ANGELOUDIS, President of the Sports Museum in Thessaloniki, Greece, Member of the Hellenic Olympic Committee and President of the Hellenic Handball Federation, nominated by the
National Olympic Committee of Greece.
4. The European Fair Play Diploma
for an Individual and for a remarkable
gesture and behavior made during a
sports event is awarded to Mr. TOMAS PITONAK from Slovakia, an active Curling
player, captain of the Slovak National Team in the European Championships of
2006, nominated by the Slovak Olympic
Committee. With his behavior, Mr. Pitonak became a perfect example of fair
play and an excellent ambassador of
sports ethics.

EOC - EFPM Awards Ceremony

THESLOVACCLIMBERS:Mr.GablikandMr.Bosiak
receivetheEuropeanFairPlayPlaqueofMeritand
DiplomafromKatarinaRaczovafortheiractofrescuinganinjuredPolish.
BRATISLAVA- The Slovak Olympic Committee was pleased to receive the announcement that the Fair Play Commission of the
EFPM awarded the Slovak climbers Martin
Gablik and Rudolf Bosiak the European Fair Play Plaque of Merit and Diploma for
their act of rescuing Artur Hajzer, an injured member of the Polish expedition to
Broad Peak (8047 m) in July 2005.
The Polish veteran climber who overcome
four 8000ers including new routes and winter climbs in the eighties, suffered an accident and broke his leg at 7850 m, on the
21st of July. In such circumstances, clim-

“AnnouncementoftheBestAthleteoftheYear2006”.
bers often don’t expect much help – everyone else is busy keeping themselves alive.
As Artur Hajzer himself says:”...I would like to confirm that mountain solidarity between climbers from all over the world still
exists. From my experience, I can assure
everybody that in case of an accident at a
high altitude, it is not impossible to help
somebody. A lot of people helped me. Some of them even risked their own life.”
The Slovak Olympic Committee had a great occasion to hand over this prestigious
Continued on page 12

3rd international meeting
“A new generation changes the world”
PRESIDENT
ANTONIOS
TZIKAS with
Dr.Deanna
Binder,
Dr.Ioanna
MastoraandMrs.
PaulineDorrellinitiatingthepilot
applicationof“Be
aChampion
inLife!!”

ATHENS- The International Foundation of
Olympic and Sport Education organise the
3rd International Meeting called: “A new
generation changes the world”. Representatives from world wide acknowledged sport
and educational organisations participated
in the meeting namely: Lambis Nikolaou, International Olympic Committee, Vice President, Dimitris Fatouros, United Nations representative, Regional Information Office,

Brussels, Prof. Dr. Carlos Conçalves, European Fair Play Movement, President, Ioannis Psilopoulos, European Fair Play Movement, Secretary General, Prof. Dr. Margaret
Talbot, Chief Executive, Association for
Physical Education, Vice President International Council of Sport and Physical Education, President of the International Sport
Continued on page 11
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ROMANIA

Forms of Action
for Promoting
Fair Play in Romania
PresentedbyLauraBadea-Carlescu
(Director of the Department of Olympic Education,
SchoolandUniversitySport,FairPlayAmbassador)
BUCHAREST- The Romanian Olympic and
Sports Committee made up of top-level representatives from national sports federations, from the National Agency for Sport, the
Ministry of National Education – from sports
clubs, the Sports Press Association, the audio – visual media, the National Academy of
Physical Education and Sport, the Institute
of Sport Medicine, the Research Centre for
Sports Problems and personalities of Romanian cultural and sports life who, by the
specific nature of their activities, are involved in the implementation of the Olympic
values, especially Fair Play.
The Romanian Olympic and Sports Committee has continued to develop an open
and fruitful relationship in what concerns
the promotion of ethical values in all sport
activities and the dissemination of the idea
of Fair Play.
In our country we are in the process of
preparing an educational campaign that targets young people. This campaign will consist of media articles in various newspapers,
which will reflect acts of Fair Play of the recent past as examples for the present and
the future.
We believe that fair play is an essential
and central part of a succesful promotion,
development and involvement in sport.
We all have the responsibility to promote
fair play – the winning way and spearhead
programs to teach and encourage tolerance
in sport!

Louis Borg inducted in to the
Hall of Fame of the MOC

MALTA- On 14th December 2007, the Maltese Olympic Committee organized the annual Sports Awards Evening at the Excelsior Hotel Floriana in La Valetta. On this occasion the
MOC selects personalities for outstanding service in Sports, either as athletes or as administrators and these are inducted in the Hall
of Fame.
For about 30 years Louis Borg served the
Maltese Olympic Committee in various capacities. These included duties as Vice President
and Technical Sports Director. He also participated in various activities and many projects
of the MOC both in the local field as well as
abroad. He was appointed Chef de Mission for
the
Mediterranean
Games
in
Athens in 1991 and also for the Olympic Games in Barcelona in 1992. He was the Sports
Director of the first event of the Games of the
Small States of Europe in Malta in 1993 and also of the European Youth Olympic Festival in
Lisbon in 1997.
In 1999, Louis Borg was awarded the
“Sports through Education” Trophy by the International Olympic Committee.
He was instrumental in establishing the Maltese
Olympic
Sports
Awards
after
chairing the Sportivi Nazzjonali tas-Sena for a
number of years, which was organized together with the Ghaqda Kittieba Sports. Louis
Borg had the honour of experiencing the
charms of Olympia as he was invited a number
of times to lecture during the International Directors’ Seminars. The Malta Olympic Academy of which Louis was the Director for 12
years, worked on two publications ‘Olympia
Adventure’ and ‘History of the Local Sports
Associations’.
His career in the administration of Sports

LOUISBORG:RepresentativeofMaltaintheEFPM
in Malta is well-known. He was the Head of
the Department of Physical Education at the
University of Malta, Chairman of the SEC Board of PE and Founder of the Academy of
Physical Education of the University of Malta.
He was elected President of the Malta Basketball Association in 1970, a post he held for
30 years. He has served on FIBA boards and
introduced the Promotion Cup for small countries. FISEC (the International Federation of
Sports for Schoolboys) was also introduced in
Malta by Louis Borg. He has been the director
of three editions of the Games and presently
occupies the post of Vice President of the International FISEC Bureau. He is the current
and first President of the Malta Handball Association. He was twice awarded the Official of
the Year Trophy, in 1973 and again in 1987.
As a member of the Kunsill Malti Ghall-Isport, Louis Borg represents Malta in the European Fair Play Movement.
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Eight countries of Europe
still not in the EFPM
Continued from page 1

forty-one. There are, however, eight
European countries who, in spite of
the fact that their athletes have won
deserved fame in the annals of world
sport both for their sporting achievements and for their sportsmanlike behaviour, have still not joined us. This
is even more surprising in view of the
fact that some of these countries have
actually hosted the Olympic Games.
So why are we still waiting for Great Britain, Sweden, Norway, Finland,
Iceland, Monaco, Liechtenstein and
San Marino to become members of the
EFPM? There are people from all these
countries who are doing valuable and
productive work at the CIFP, and who
would like nothing more than to have
a Fair Play organization set up in their
own countries either within the framework of their National Olympic Committees or as a club. However, yet
another year has gone by without any
concrete steps being taken towards
this end.
Fair Play is one of the most fundamental elements in sport. We believe
that as Europe is the place where the
idea for the Olympics was first
conceived and where the Games were
first held, it would be highly appropriate for all the countries on this continent to be members of the European
Fair Play Movement. So I will conclude
with the wish that these remaining
eight countries may take my words as
a renewed invitation to join our ranks
and that we may see the day when the
EFPM, like the EOC, has forty-nine
members.
Erdo€an Ar›p›nar
Vice President, EFPM

IRIS Awards for
2007 presented
Continued from page 8

the Eric Tabarly Prize
Raymond Kopa is considered a monument.
As a young boy he followed his father into the mines in Pas-De-Calais, before
a hand injury curtailed his subterranean career. Kopa had signed for US Noeux-les-Mines in 1941, and started to play football at
the age of ten. Then in 1951 he signed for
Reims. With Kopa's magic in the side, Reims
won the French League title in 1953 and
1955. In 1956 Reims reached the final of the
inaugural European Cup, losing to the great
Real Madrid side of Ferenc Puskas and Alfredo Di Stefano. Kopa signed for Real before
the
start
of
the
next
season. At Real, he won three European Cup
titles in as many years. In 1970 he became
the first French Footballer to receive the
Légion d'Honneur. He instituted contacts to
defend the players against the authorities
that would aim to consider the players as
“slaves”. He is also a man who defends the
virtues of justice and solidarity in sports.
The delegates of the Minister of Sports and
of the President of the Olympic Committee
awarded him the Special Prize of the Jury;
the Eric Tabarly Prize.

FRANKFURT 2007 – Enjoyed by all
Continued from page 1

the political sphere as well Europe-wide, on
treating each other fairly, thus setting a
new emphasis in an increasingly technology-driven and globalised world. Much in line with the "Fair geht vor!" initiative already launched by German sport and not least
in view of the coming Olympic Games in Beijing, the aim was to use an PR highlight to
open a new ethical campaign in sport under
h
e
t
heading of "The Olympic Values and the Future of Sport" and thereby to reach as many
disseminators and multipliers as possible.
In line with this objective, the Congress
deserves to be described as a great success,
even though the final verdict on its impact
can, naturally, only be given after quite a
while. However, the positive response voiced by many participants as well as by the
professional observers and reporters provides us with reason enough to look forward
with optimism in this respect.
Besides the convincing overall concept,
the professional organisation, and the highquality social programme, praise was especially earned by the excellent quality of the
papers and presentations, and by the panel
discussions, whose participants not only stood out as VIPs, but also with their expertise.
The opportunity to meet with sports officials and functionaries, with politicians, academics, scientists and researchers, with journalists and teachers, as well as, last but
definitely not least, with international class
athletes themselves.
The ceremonious opening held in Frankfurt's Town Hall, the Römer, already presented the first highlight in the person of both
a European Head of State and an IOC Member namely the Grand Duke of Luxembourg
as the opening speaker for the Congress. His
detailed comments and thoughts, also and
especially in his critical passages, were welcomed as a successful introduction and orientation for the remaining congress days.
Other speakers, too, such as the moral theologian Dietmar Mieth, sports philosopher
Jim Parry from Leeds, the Canadian expert
in Olympic Education, Deanna Binder, sports
scientist Eike Emrich from Saarbrücken, the
former President of the Federation of German Cyclists Sylvia Schenk, doping expert
Karl-Heinrich Bette from Darmstadt, and the
President of the European Broadcasting Union (EBU), Fritz Pleitgen, contributed valuably by emphasising various aspects of the
Congress topic, which were then discussed
intensively by the excellently appointed panels. A further highlight was provided by the
Minister President of the State of Hessen
and Patron of the Congress, Roland Koch,
whose speech focused on the role model
that sport can play in respect of
greater fairness in politics and society.

To make the results of the speeches and
discussions more useful and productive, a
comprehensive documentation of the Congress proceedings is being prepared under
the lead responsibility of the German Olympic Academy.
It is also worth mentioning that the Congress itself served as a venue for two further
events:
An
in-service
training
measure was organised for teachers in cooperation with the Institute of Quality
Assurance at the Hessen Ministry of Education and Culture, and the Institute for In-Service Training in Schools and School Psychology Counselling of the Rhineland Palatinate. Parallel to this – and under the responsibility of the German Sport Youth Organisation
–
the
second
European
Youth Fair Play Congress was held.
At the end of the event, the flag was – as
always – passed on. EFPM Vice-President
Manfred Lämmer handed it over to General

Charalambos Lottas, who represented the
hosts of the 14th European Fair Play Congress to be held in Nicosia, Cyprus, from 1 to
5 October 2008, on the topic of "Violence
and Racism – A challenge for the Sporting
Community". This will certainly set some
new focuses and accents, although it remains to be hoped that the impulses sent out
by Frankfurt will have a sustained impact.
Fair Play has long established itself as a
European mission. The annual EFPM Con-gress has contributed substantially to this.
There can be no doubt that this is a success,
which, rather than giving us an occasion for
satisfaction, should instead motivate us to
make even greater efforts. Continuing to
stand up for the values of sport, treating
each other fairly and with respect, is really
something worth doing.

Successful Fair Play Activities in
Continued from page 5

The tasks of the Croatian Fair Play Committee are:
- developing of Fair Play initiatives by organising public campaigns that promote Fair Play in sport, among competitors, coaches, and officials, referees and spectators
- initiating activities that promote Fair
Play ideas and behaviour in all spheres of
human relations
- promotion and preservation of ethical
values in sport
- promotion of Fair Play movement in
sports competitions, in the public, schools
and sports associations
- fight against all forms of violence during
sports competitions, among athletes, spectators and all the involved in sport
- preparation and nomination of the person or organization for the Fair Play
award/trophy
- cooperation with the media and public
authorities on the promotion of Fair Play
principles
- initiating activities that prevent those
who violate and encourage violating the
principles of tolerance and Fair Play
in sports as well as initiating activities combating infringement of Fair Play in sports
compititions and sport in general
- initiating other activities with the view
of implementing the Committee’s programme
The Committee’s tasks are fulfilled by organizing meetings, campaigns, symposia,
congresses, seminars, round tables and other
public gatherings, publication of brochures
and other activities in conformity with the
Committee’s programme.
The Committee performs its tasks by col-

laborating with the media, national and administrative bodies of the Republic of Croatia, educational institutions and corresponding associations and other physical
persons and corporations that might contribute to the development of Fair Play in
sport and society in general.
The current activities of the Croatian
Fair Play Committee are publication of educational brochures on observing Fair Play
principles in sport and everyday life and
setting a link on the Croatian Olympic Committee website that will provide information about important Fair Play activities and
make the information about this movement
in the Republic of Croatia, Europe and
world available.

The World Day of Sport
Continued from page 5

and Igor Medved. Some of these athletes and
children were involved in the tug-of-war, the
others in judo, whereas some, a little older
children, formed football teams and competed against top sports athletes at the II annual football championship.
Once again, the celebration proved that it
is not just top sports results that count but also such small sports events as this year World
Day of Sport in Tacen that make our children
experience and understand that practicing
sport and ethical values of sport present a valuable part of their own every day life.

EFPM gaining strength with every passing year
Continued from page 2

An EFPM Fair Play Plaque of Merit and
Diploma (category: Individual) was awarded
to Mr. Stelios Angeloudis, President of the
Sports Museum in Thessaloniki, Greece.
An EFPM Fair Play Plaque of Merit and
Diploma (category: Individual) was awarded
to Mr. Tomas Pitonak, Captain of the Slovak
national team.
Support from Turkey
Prof. Dr. Carlos Gonçalves announced
that the Turkish National Sports Board had
donated the sum of $20,000 to the EFPM
with the aim of providing support for its activities. He expressed his thanks for the donation, and the delegates rose to their feet
to applaud this generous gesture. When the

General Secretary’s report had been read
out, Mr. Van der Veen of Holland, standing
in as General Secretary in place of the late
John Blankenstein, was presented with a
plaque by the EFPM’s President in recognition of his services.
See you in Nicosia
General Charalambos Lottas then spoke
on behalf of Cyprus, which the Executive
Committee had chosen as the venue for the
14th European Fair Play Congress, to be
held in 2008. General Lottas gave information on the various preparations that are
being made for this event. He announced
that there is to be a meeting of the Executive Committee in Nicosia in May, followed
by the Congress and the General Assembly

held at the Hilton Hotel in Nicosia in October, adding: “We have every intention of
being the perfect hosts.”
On a previous occasion (at the Executive
Committee meeting in Frankfurt in May
2007), Prof. Dr. Carlos Gonçalves had announced his intention of standing down as
EFPM President at the next General Assembly in October, 2008. He made a short
speech confirming this, and the delegates
were saddened to hearing the news of his
forthcoming Resignation officially. “I am looking forward to having a holiday,” he said.
And so the 13th General Assembly came
to a close; delegates are to meet once more
in Cyprus in October 2008.

Showing Respect and Tolerance: Working Together for a Peaceful and Better World
Continued from page 3

ech. His topic was: "Sport as a Role Model?
Fair Play – A Responsibility for Politics and
Society". Some extracts from this speech
follow:
„ … We live in free societies. Here in
Europe, we are fortunate enough to have
reached the stage of having very stable democratic structures. This is not the case
everywhere in the world. Nor is it to be taken for granted that such a situation can
continue forever. Free societies are often
characterised by there being no binding role models to which each must adhere, by
power of the law; rather we depend on people with a free mind, free will and a minimum degree of reason to voluntarily engage in society in such a way that this society can all in all be satisfied and so not
fail. The realisation of what is needed to
promote a society and the will not to let it
fail depend on individual conceptions of
values – and on the willingness to show respect and tolerance. When these conditions
prevail, it is possible to establish a peaceful society without the need for permanent
coercion. People must live in such a society of their own personal conviction and
must want to play their part in shaping
that society. In the end, this not only represents a responsibility for the politicians,
but also and particularly for all players in
society, including, for example, the umbrella organisations of sport.
Ladies and Gentlemen, this is where the
real heart of the matter comes to the fore, Fair Play. This is all about whether a
group of people can work together to achieve a goal. We have to encourage people
to do this, to want – in loyalty -–- to reach
their shared goals together. This is possible in a club – even without any coercion
whatsoever, because each of us is free to
leave again, any day. In addition, we must

enable each and every one of us, once in
life, to experience what the costs of disloyalty are. This is also possible, quite painlessly, in a club, because the sanctions
there are not, after all, drastic, but rather
represent a social sanction. Young people
have a right to try out disloyalty and to get
to know the costs of disloyalty. Because
none of us have been equipped by nature
to never take risks in order to assert ourselves against others. Those who never learnt the consequences of this at a young
age –say at six, seven or nine – can as from
the age of 18 come up against hefty encounters with the formal instances of society
– with the police, and many others. By
contrast, those who have learnt through
sport to determine through play that
their interests are better realised by taking the interests of others into consideration; those who see that they are stronger
in union with others than they can ever be
alone; those who see that they can be
proud in achieving something in community with each other and can also feel more pride for themselves than if each had
tried to achieve these completely on their
own; these people have learnt something
of substance. They have learnt something
that, in our disintegrated social constellations, can often no longer be taught in this
form anywhere else. This is a great achievement on the part of sport, but at the
same time it is nothing new. The principle
of solidarity – networking, living in communal protection systems – was always one of
the fundamental ideas of all sporting organisations. And it continues to be important
in the modern structures of our presentday society.
[…]
Fair Play is a term in general use today.
Its origins lie in sport. But it is, now, to be
found in practically all areas of life. The

sentence, "he played unfairly!", is also heard at the stock exchanges – and in politics. This unique position, however, in
which moral index fingers are not pointed,
in which ethical standards for the matterof-courseness are not set, and in which the
rules are adhered to, this is found only in
sport. We, as politicians, need to do
everything we can to continue to maintain
the necessary frameworks for this. We should continue to work together very closely
with those who are in positions of responsibility in sport. But we should not leave
the impression that we intend – or are
even able – to replace that which represents the particular force of sport. We need people to take on responsibility in sport
from the smallest groups through to the International Olympic Committee, people
who communicate with us, who register
their needs and wishes, people who are
able to reach feasible compromises with
us, including in financial matters. If we are
able to keep this independence from one
another, in the knowledge of our mutual
dependence on each other, then I sincerely believe that substantial advantages
will emerge for all people who wish to live
together in freedom and peace.
I am a politician. I have only spoken
here about what was on the agenda as far
as I am concerned. There is still so much
that one could add: that people also keep
a little more healthy and fit by engaging in
sport, that they perhaps live a little bit
longer, that they move a little more
quickly, that they have a slightly different
attitude to food and nutrition, and perhaps
even to smoking and drinking – yes, all this
is also part of the story. All these aspects
are among the achievements of sport that
can certainly not be measured in euros and
cents. All of this is what sport can contribute to our society. But it is up to others
to speak about this."

Without Values, Sport has no Future!
Continued from page 3

who gave the following definition of fair
play in 1990, during the 96th Session of the
International Olympic Committee in Tokyo:
“To have a sense of fair play, to be a
good sport, especially in competitions, is to
abide by a ‘code of conduct’ that not only
regulates the strict rules of the game, but
also guides the fundamental and deeply human principle of self-respect and, most importantly, respect for others. Although fair
play cannot exist without the written rule,
it goes beyond … Fair play transcends the
rules of the game by permanently and knowingly refusing to seize victory at any
cost.”
For my own part, I shall try to give you
a few personal considerations gained from
my experience as a member of the International Olympic Committee. By putting forward the theme of “Olympic Values and the
Future of Sport”, the organisers have brought to light a wealth of questions and
perspectives. The title alone is already a
bold assertion that implicitly or explicitly
ties the future of sport with a statement of
moral values.
[…]
This commitment in favour of the application of the Olympic truce is revealing on
more than one account. At the dawn of the
new millennium, this commitment stands
as a tribute to the IOC’s deeprooted conviction that sports can and must
play a major role in shaping our future. It is
also a clear statement of the core values of
our organisation, our raison d’être which
defines our way of thinking, our strategy,
and our actions.

Driven by the need for clarification and
better communication with today’s society
and generations to come, the IOC has simplified the wording of the core Olympic values. In this task, the International Olympic
Committee has endeavoured to act in the
sprit of Pierre de Coubertin’s vision, as he,
in turn, sought his inspiration from the noble principles of the Ancient Olympiads. The
Olympic values now focus on the three fundamental ideals of excellence, friendship and respect.
The Olympic Movement expresses its attachment to this value in many ways, including its active participation in the fight
against doping, which is tantamount to utter disrespect for oneself and others. The
value of respect also translates into the
creation and funding of training programmes for athletes and the promotion of women in sport. Respecting others and their
differences is also the principle driving the
efforts made in the field of non-discrimination and integration, in particular through
the organisation of the Paralympic Games
and ambitious policies in favour of athletes
with disabilities.
In its efforts to simplify its core values,
the IOC wishes to send a message that can
be heard by the many, a message that takes stock of the modern world while
staying true to its heritage. This commitment to sporting values is no trivial matter.
Quite the opposite in fact, for it is through
these values that the Olympic Movement
can reach so many people; it is precisely
because of these values that the Olympic
Movement enjoys such acclaim around the
world.
[…]

Speaking of Olympic values is one thing,
but applying them in our daily lives is quite
another. To illustrate this, I wish to stress
two specific aspects of the Olympic Movement’s commitment. Please remember
that these views are purely subjective. The
promotion of Olympic education through
culture, the organisation of the Olympic
Games and the protection of athletes against doping are just as important.
[…]
I also feel sport can bring answers to
another concern of modern societies. Indeed, in a world where individualism and selfishness are the norm, sport can be a powerful instrument of socialisation and integration, uniting people from all walks of
life around sports clubs and other sporting
events.
Sport
allows
this
social
mixing, this unity, which is too often lacking in our societies.
As we have all probably experienced before, sport can also be a source of shared
joy and emotions. To feel the thrill of
seeing your national team or champion do
their utmost to bring back a victory is quite
extraordinary. To celebrate victory with
fellow countrymen is perfectly respectable, and sporting patriotism is a positive experience, as long as it stays within the bounds of reason. But it must be said that this
has not always been the case.
[…]
With Mr Rogge at its head, I am convinced the Olympic movement has the will and
strength to stand up to this challenge,
alongside all of you willing to help us succeed.
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“Performance and morals
do not conflict!”
Continued from page 3

also about communicating the vision of a
better and peaceful world. The Olympic
Games provide the best means possible for
encouraging people to combine their desire to develop, their wish to test out the limits of their individual performance capacity, and their striving to outdo their competitors with an attitude that attaches importance to the observance of rules. By rejecting each and every form of manipulation, by respecting the dignity of others,
and their own, including creation and the
gift of nature, plus the respective opponent as a partner – in short, it's about: Fair Play.
We would have to be very naïve indeed
or would have to look away deliberately in
order not to be able to recognise that such
a high goal must almost naturally imply at
least some degree of discrepancy with reality. We, too, must face up to this truth.
However, we must not and will not allow
it to entice us to lower our standards.
Our attention must focus on the reality
of sport, which we, whenever possible,
must seek to lift to a higher level. Wherever we identify shortcomings or mistakes,
we have to act to counter these developments. And, what is more, I am not only
thinking of that major problem area of doping. We are addressing this issue with our
10-point action plan and our strict nomination principles aimed at ensuring the integrity of our Olympic Team. And, what is
more, we can now, as a result of the recently adopted legislative amendments,
also look forward to appropriate government assistance.
Checks and sanctions alone will not
enable us to reach our long-term goals.
Rather, we need to promote a change of
awareness and consciousness. Mere appeals and declarations will not suffice here,
nor will individual congresses enable us to
permanently eradicate this evil. What we
really need are education and prevention.
An awareness for the values of sport needs
to be promoted and encouraged in the
clubs, at the training centres, at the
Olympic centres and in the elite schools of
sport.
After all, the value of sport not only
arises from its importance for our health
and personal well-being, but also from its
function as a catalyst for identification
and integration as well as for enabling
people to live together in peace and in
freedom in a humane and decent world.
This is what we stand up for, this is what
we fight for.”

3rd international meeting “A new
generation changes the world”
Continued from page 9

Association for Sport and Girls, Dr. Deanna
Binder, IOC Educational Consultant, Curriculum Specialist, Mr. Yves Marious Sagou,
UNESCO, Assistant Program Specialist of
the Sector for Social and Human Sciences,
Expert on Quality Physical Education and
Traditional Sport & Games, Yannis Daras,
European Press Sport Union, Treasurer.
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Plenty of Fair Play Awards for Poland
Continued from page 7

gator of a healthy style of life and sports activity, organiser of various campaigns with the
participation of Polish Olympians, among others “Sport Cures – Drug Hurts”
ANDRZEJ REBOWSKI - chairman of the 2012
Club in Wyszków, honorary member of the Polish Olympians Society, organiser of many
sports events for young people in the Olympic
formula. He promotes fair play values through
sport.
ZBIGNIEW TOMKOWSKI - he managed the
biggest Olympic Preparation Centre in Poland
in Spala for 36 years; committed and devoted
to Olympic values, propagator of fair play values in sport and life; very friendly to all
sports people and to their needs – in training,
competition and life. A great promoter of
Olympism.
OLYMPIC CLUB “JANTAR” IN RACOT - promoting the values of sport and Olympism for
20 years, has organised traditional “Olympic
runs”, meetings with 88 Olympians. The club
has participated in many Olympic Games educating young people with the culture of supporting athletes.
All the prizewinners were presented diplomas with Polish Olympic Committee designations.
During the ceremony, on the occasion of
the 40th Fair Play Contest in Poland, Tadeusz
Olszanski and Tadeusz Konwicki, initiators of
the first fair play award, were honored with
special thanks. Special thanks also went to
Snickers Brand for their promotion of fair play
values among children and youth.
In 2006 the Fair Play Club, taking into con-

sideration fair play behavior outside the sport
competition arenas, decided to present two
special thanks. These were:
- A Congratulation Letter – for Thomas Morgenstern and Simon Ammann for their behavior in the spirit of fair play towards world ski
jumping champion Adam Malysz after a ski
jumping competition in Japan (Sapporo) in
2007;
- Special Thanks for Artur Boruc, Polish
goalkeeper in football, representing Celtic
Glasgow Club in Scotland for his defence of
Polish people attacked by hooligans in the
park in Glasgow in April 2007.
His Eminence Priest Cardinal, Primate of
Poland Józef Glemp, a great friend of athletes and Olympians, was a special guest of the
ceremony. He was presented with the Polish
Olympic Committee Cup by POC President Piotr Nurowski accompanied by priest the of Polish athletes Edward Plen. Then the chairman
of the Polish Olympians Society Ryszard Parulski presented him the commemorative plaque of the Society. After the end of the official part of the ceremony there were some
photos (some of them are included), interviews for press, radio and television. The ceremony was attended by many journalists.
The ceremony also served as the occasion
to present Zofia Zukowska the IOC Trophy
2007 “Sport and Promotion of Olympism” (a
beautiful sculpture) for her invaluable contribution to sport and to promoting Olympic values.
The event was completed by the meeting of
all the prizewinners with the Olympic Family
at lunch.

2nd European Youth Fair Play Congress
Continued from page 3

ce. For example, new ideas were developed
in connection with the UN MDGs on how
sport could serve as an instrument for achieving these goals. The participants were
deeply impressed by the thoughts expressed
by Prof. Dr. Gerhard Treutlein and his staff
from the Heidelberg University of Education, who presented and explained in detail
the doping-prevention programme developed together with the DSJ. And it was a good idea for the German Olympic Society
(Deutsche Olympische Gesellschaft – DOG)
to award the Fair Play Plaque to the Heidelberg Team.
All the discussions particularly emphasised the European policy dimension of the
Congress, which had consequently rightly
received financial support from the European Commission under its "Youth in Action"
programme.
Special mention must also be made of
the close cooperation with the organisers of
the "main congress", including several joint
events which offered opportunities for the
various generations to engage in fruitful
discussion, for example.
The final session also marked the highlight of the event, with 3 representatives of
the Youth Congress presenting the results of
their work to the assembly. In a "Night of
the Nations" the participants showed typical
specialities from their respective countries,
including dances and other traditions. At
the end of the Congress, DSJ Board Member
Benjamin Folkmann was highly satisfied

Fair Play leads the way in every branch of sport in Serbia
Continued from page 7

organisation recognising a positive side of
our work and trying to help us in every possible way. Novi Sad is the capital of the province of Vojvodina, economically the most developed town in that region of Serbia, with about 500,000 inhabitants.
On 14th December 2005 in the City Assembly the organisation for Fair Play was established, the FIRST organisation of its kind in
Serbia with the aim of affirming ethical values in sports, stimulating and developing Fair
Play both in sports and society, and accepting
Olympic values and the spirit of the Olympic
Games.
The Executive Board of the “Movement for
Fair Play” is composed of individuals who are
experts in different fields of social life (sports
medicine, psychology, education, law, sports
journalists, representatives of handicapped
persons and of course holders Olympic medal,
world and European champions). Mr. Stevan
Horvat, honorary Chairman of our organisation and winner of the World Award for Fair
Play Award in 1966 (the only award in the former Yugoslavia) was elected unanimously.
After a hard start, the first advertising
campaign for Fair Play was carried out during
the summer of 2006, during our visit to our
twin town of Dortmund. Namely, sports competitions for children from these two cities
are held every year, both in Dortmund and in
Novi Sad) with the aim of developing friends-

OUR LITERATURE: Young people at the EYOF in
Belgrade found out about Fair Play from our documentsandbrochures.

hip between these two cities.
During the award ceremony for the winners, the Fair Play Award was also presented.
The first holder of the Fair Play Award in
Novi Sad was “KNJAZ MILOS” Ltd. For their
humanity through sponsored activities,
helping sports activities with the aim of developing a noble aspect of sports, touching the
thread of fair play, understanding and tolerance.
Some of their activities are as follows:
- Skating rink in the town centre,
- They organised children’s “Mini World
Championship” in football-in front of the
sports centre
- They supported cooperation between the
two towns of Novi Sad and Dortmund
The first holder of the Fair Play Medallion
of the town of Novi Sad was the Association of
Teachers of Physical Education (from Novi
Sad) who organized participation of students
from primary and secondary schools at the
basketball competition of invalids in wheelchairs. All participants (players, organizers,
clubs and fans) were pleased to see great humanity at work and improvement in meeting
the sports values by developing the Fair Play
idea.
An immeasurable contribution was made in
the education of the young and athletes in
the spirit of Fair Play and tolerance.
The recommendation for the award was
given by the Basketball Club of Invalids in
wheelchairs “VOJVODINA” from Novi Sad.
Besides the engagement in EYOF, during
2007, the MOVEMENT FOR FAIR PLAY managed
to reach the agreement regarding cooperation with the Association for School Sports (on
the level of Novi Sad). School competitions
are of great importance due to several reasons but most importantly they bring together 54 primary and secondary schools with
approximately 40,000 students.
Promoting Fair Play would be carried out in
several ways:
1. Raisign the Fair Play flag, taking the Fair Play oath
2. Posters with FAIR PLAY PRINCIPLES have
been printed, which will be distributed to all

schools and placed in prominent places to be
seen all year
3. During school competitions hand shaking
shall be OBLIGATORY before and after each
match. We shall try to elect a Fair Play
Athlete and Fair Play School from among
schools, and the basic factor will be student
behaviour before and after the match as well
as of other participants (school staff, competition organisation, teachers)
4. Flyers with the content of Fair Play, doping, behaviour on the field as well as education of fans and cheers shall be printed. In cooperation with the OC of Serbia the basics of
Olympic education and beginnings of national
OC shall be organised.
5. According to the agreement with the
publishing company (which is the representative of many magazines in Serbia intended for
the young of the type Bravo, Joy, Beauty and
Health...), articles about Fair Play shall be
published, and in such way that the population of the most vulnerable age (teenagers)
whill be educated in the spirit of Fair Play
and Olympic ideals.
Besides the engagement in EYOF (Belgrade,
Serbia, 22-27 July, 2007), an almost identical
approach to promoting Fair Play was applied
at the 16th World kickboxing Championships.
The competition was held in Belgrade (Serbia) from 24th to 29th October 2007 and there were 1200 participants from 59 countries.There is one important detail which has to
be considered from several aspects:
During the World Championship in Kickboxing in 2007, 25 applications for Fair Play
Award were received.
During EYOF- in 2007 two (2) applications
were received.
In order to grant the Award of the Town of
Novi Sad for the year 2007, 47 branch sports
associtaions were contacted and informed to
submit their nominations for the Fair Play
Award.
During constant contacts with the OC of
Serbia, the effort was made to include the
Fair Play Award in the final annual ceremony
when the best athlete are elected.

with the results: "Together with our dedicated organising team, we succeeded in setting new focuses on value education for young people through sport at European level
and in developing new ideas and networks."
The course of the 2nd European Youth
Fair Play Congress has shown how important
it is, when solving tasks of the future for
sport, to give young people a voice as well
and to use the potential and ideas that is
inherent in them. Now, the dialogue with
representatives of the National Olympic
Committees and other umbrella organisations in sport needs to be continued and further intensified at European and international level.

EOC - EFPM Awards
Ceremony
Continued from page 9

EFPM award to Mr. Gablik and Mr. Bosiak
during the “Announcement of the Best
Athlete of the Year 2006” Ceremony held
in Bratislava, Slovakia, on 21st December
2006. At this special event, the Slovak
Olym pic Com mit tee and its Pre si dent
Frantisek Chmelar had the pleasure to
welcome many prominent personalities of
social life and sport, such as Mr. I. Gasparovic, President of the Slovak Republic,
Mr. J Mikolaj, Deputy Prime Minister and
Minister of Education of the Slovak Republic, Mr. D Galis, the Slovak Government’s
Representative for Sport and Youth or Mr.
P. Macko, general director of the Section
of State Care for Sport of the Ministry of
Education.
Following the recommendation of the
EFPM Mrs. Katarina Raczova, the Executive
Committee member, presented the European Fair Play Plaque of Merit and Diploma
on behalf of the EFPM.
Even though the elite of the Slovak sport
was present at this wonderful event, the
spotlight also belonged to Martin Gablik
and Rudolf Bosiak. While it is always a pleasure and honour to decorate athletes for
their behaviour supporting and following
the essence of Fair Play, this time making
a decision on fair and resonsible behaviour
was a matter of life and death.

Azerbaijan’s slogan:
‘No sport without Fair Play’
Continued from page 6

nominations and announced a competition in
October 2007.
- The National Olympic Committee’s and
the President of the Azerbaijan Republic
Ilham Aliyev have devoted great attention to
the Azerbaijan Fair Play Commission’s activities, with great assurance that the affairs
which lead in this direction will be wide ranging.
The EFPM visits Azerbaijan
In honour of the 15th anniversary of the
foundation of the National Olympic Committee of Azerbaijan and of its Fair Play Council,
Mr. Erdo€an Ar›p›nar (EFPM Vice President
and Vice President, NOC of Turkey) visited
Baku together with Mr. Türker Aslan (a member of the CAS and of the NOC of Turkey).
They were received in audience by the country’s President, Mr. Ilham Aliyev, who is also the President of its National Olympic Committee. Mr. Aliyev expressed his congratulations on the work of the EFPM and renewed the
invitation to hold its 15th General Assembly
in his country. “We will be very happy indeed
to welcome the EFPM to Baku,” he said.

Meeting in May 2007 paves the way for
the 13th European Fair Play Congress
Continued from page 2

in October 2007, was discussed in detail.
A decision was made to have the report
on the 12th European Congress in Udine ready in time for the 13th General Assembly
in Frankfurt in October 2007.
It was announced that Mr. Mehmet Atalay, the General Director of the Turkish Youth and Sports Board, had donated the sum
of $20,000 to the EFPM. Thanks were expressed to Mr. Atalay by the EFPM Executive
Committee in this regard.
It was also decided to ask each member
country to present a report on its activities at the forthcoming General Assembly
in Frankfurt.
The subject of the venue for the EFPM’s
14th European Fair Play Congress, to be
held in 2008, was then discussed. It was decided that this event, at which elections
are due to take place, will be held in
Cyprus on 5th October 2008. Cyprus was
chosen as the venue because it is comparatively near to most members’ home countries and will thus be easy for them to reach. A decision was also made that the
15th European Fair Play Congress will take
place in Baku, Azerbaijan, in 2009. Finally,
the Executive Committee decided to hold
its last meeting for 2007 in Frankfurt on
17th October.
At this meeting, which was held in
Frankfurt as planned, preparations for the
forthcoming General Assembly were discussed and the decision to hold the Congress
for 2009 in Azerbaijan was confirmed. It
was agreed that an announcement about

THEREPORT: onthe12thEuropeanFair
PlayCongressinUdinehasfinallybeen
publishedthankstotheeffortsofProf.
Dr.ManfredLümmer.
this would be made at the Executive Committee’s meeting in Nicosia on 4th May
2008.
Following the election of General Charalambos Lottas to the Executive Committee,
the post of one auditor had fallen vacant,
and Christian Blareau of France was elected to fill this position.
Prof. Dr. Carlos Gonçalves, the President of the EFPM, announced that he would
be stepping down at the 14th General Assembly in 2008; he said that after that date, although he would no longer be serving
the EFPM in an official capacity, he would
continue to lend it his support in any way
possible.

of the EFPM at the tournament, approved by
the European Handball Federation. The criteria of the Fair Play Award were announced
before the tournament and were monitored
during the tournament and consequently
evaluated via a computer system. One of
the criteria was monitoring and evaluating
of the team with the lowest number of penalties - yellow cards, or suspensions / red
cards for rough foul, respectively unfair behaviour/. To support fair play ideas, before
each of the 56 matches the speaker announced a declaration asking all participants to
behave in accordance with fair play principles. The EFPM poster as the supreme guarantor of Fair Play ideas in sport was placed
in the gymnasium.
Handball is a sport with lots of direct contact, so achieving strong results while res-

pecting sport ethics and fair play is a very
important aspect. Therefore the Fair Play
Award to a certain team or individual means
appreciation of behaviour during the competition.
15 teams qualified for the final tournament along with Slovakia as the organiser.
The French team who also became the European Champion gained the EFPM Fair Play
Prize. The award was handed over by EFPM
Executive Board Member, Katarina Raczova
during the victory ceremony in the presence
of EHF and SHF officials, guests and spectators in the sports hall.
All participations of the EHCH accepted
very positively the fact that the winner of
the Championships also won the Fair Play
Award. It was the clear confirmation that it
is possible to win and play fair. Thus the Fair Play idea fulfilled its goal “PLAY IN FAIR
WAY”

Fair Play Award presented at the 50th European
Table Tennis Youth Championships
Continued from page 8

petitors from 46 countries. Some exciting
single and double finals marked the European Youth Championship final day in Bratislava.
Table tennis is a very dynamic sport, which
promotes fitness, agility, self-esteem, strategic thinking, team work and - of course fair play. That’s why the European Table
Tennis Union and the Slovak Table Tennis
Association, under the leadership of its
president Zdeno Kríz, reacted in a very positive way to the request of the EFPM to integrate activities aimed at strengthening
the ethical dimension of sport. In this spirit two young Slovak players Tibor Sekera
and Andrea Daubnerova read out a short

“The Musketeers on the Road”
Continued from page 8

competitions, as well as the development of
wheelchair fencing that enhances tolerance
for handicapped athletes. The exhibition has
travelled so far to Poland, Belgium, Russia,
Germany and the Czech Republic. In
Bratislava the exhibition took place at the
French Institute and was inaugurated in the
presence of M. Henry Cuny, Ambassador of
the French Republic in Slovakia, and about
fifty distinguished guests. In Slovakia, the
exhibition continued with open-door days inviting more than 100 children to discover the
Olympic Values, enjoy sports and get to
know important sport personalities such as
P. de Coubertin, Sir Nicholas Winton or Sir
Ludwig Guttmann. This activity also allowed
us to show children used to teams at school
and on the sports field that also in individual sport you need team spirit, responsibility
towards others and respect for each other.
Building on the success of the travelling exhibition “The Musketeers on the Road”, the
Promoting Commission of the EFC continues
its work also pursuing another objective:
The European Fencing Confederation and
the entire fencing family have realized that
sport and results are not the only objective,
and we all have a responsibility towards our
society, also towards people we do not know
and who need our help. That is why the calendar “Musketeers on the Road”, edited on
the occasion of the Olympic Year of 2008,
covers similar aspects as above and allows to
collect funds for UNICEF charity programs,

message of the European Fair Play Movement emphasising the ethical values involved in sport and called on all participants
to promote and embody a fair and clean
sport.
Moreover, a Special Fair Play Award of the
European Fair Play Movement announced at
the tournament’s closing ceremony was
presented. Katarina Raczova, member of
the Executive Committee, honoured Mikkel
Hindersson from Denmark and Jakub Figel’
from Slovakia for outstanding sportsmanship and respectful behaviour over the course of the championships.
Hopefully this award will be a great motivator for them to continue their exemplary
efforts and high standards of behaviour on
and off the sporting fields.

thus reaches out to another important aspect of Olympic Values: mutual help and social responsibility. On the calendar-page of
the month October, traditionally a moment
where the European Fair Play Movement
holds its yearly Congresses, we can find some information about the work and the aims
of the EFPM. We are proud that the calendar
was much appreciated, and not only by fencers. So as a really positive result of this initiative the European Fencing Confederation
will be able to hand over a cheque of 900
euros to UNICEF to support children in need
in Uganda.
Finally, just as in other sports disciplines, we
introduced fair play awards during fencing
events for children and youth. The European
Fencing Confederation was one of the first
organisations to actively collaborate with
the EFPM. The awards are designed to: promote sportsmanship at a young age; encourage respect for officials; foster positive
support of the team by parents and supporters; reward responsible coaching; and generally emphasise the positive values of respect, competitive understanding and cooperation. So we awarded young athletes and
their coaches for their exceptional behaviour or act of fair play during the European
Youth Championships in Hungary, Poland and
in the Czech Republic. Some people might
question the necessity of such actions, but
we are convinced that sport has the ability
to transcend traditional boundaries and
unify us in the spirit of good will if fair play
ethics are embraced.

First time: Workshop for Teachers at the European Fair Play Congress
Continued from page 3

The EFPM attends the 17th European
Women’s Handball Championships
Continued from page 8
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veloped especially for the 20 attending teachers who came from various types of
schools. This programme took up a number
of key elements from the general congress
programme (opening, several keynote speeches, panel discussions), while also providing its own presentations and workshops.
The interchange between internal work in
the teacher group and participation in the
plenary sessions at the congress also proved
to be a great success. In addition, the transnational exchange of experience and the
flair of an international congress served as
enhancing elements.
The teacher group was welcomed to and
familiarised with the congress by its directors Prof. Dr. Gudrun Doll-Tepper and Prof.
Dr. Helmut Altenberger. In particular, the
tasks and responsibilities of the recently established Deutsche Olympische Akademie
(German Olympic Academy) were outlined.
Prof. Dr. Roland Naul (University of Duisburg-Essen) presented a keynote paper in
which he explained the characteristics of
Olympic Education and its historical development for the participants. Other important parts of the special programme included discussions on speeches given during
the congress (especially by Prof. Dr. Deanna Binder, Prof. Dr. Jim Perry, Prof. Dr. Dietmar Mieth) that had been introduced in
the short papers given by Rolf Gessmann
and Hennes Weiss (both from the Deutsche
Olympische Akademie). In the workshops,
the teachers addressed the practical aspects of implementing Olympic Education
and Fair Play Education at schools.
Teaching Fair Play in sport represents a
key element of Olympic Education. Besides
encouraging striving for sporting achievement and ability, Fair Play represents the
second principle of Olympic Education. Making an effort in sport, accomplishing
something, competing all need to be achieved personally in fair and responsible encounter with the opponents and oneself.
This is above all a challenge when "something is at stake", when it is difficult to ob-

serve the rules, to find the right level of
intensity. But it is also, in particular, the
experience of learning, exercising, training
and competing in sport in many different
situations that makes it possible to train
and acquire such behaviour and attitude.
The papers presented by Prof. Binder and
Prof. Perry especially confirmed the views
of the group.
According to the participants, Olympic
Education and Fair Play Education should
remain closely associated with the field of
sport and should not conceive of themselves
as a form of general behavioural disposition
and personality development located outside or beyond the sport-related options.
Olympic Education is not a teaching method
as such, e.g. as found in maths classes. However, it is desirable for Olympic-orientated behaviour that has been experienced in
sport to also exert a positive effect on other areas of everyday life as well.
Linking Olympic Education with sport,
however, brings all the problems associated
with sport today into play as well, namely
the negative developments of sport, and especially of competitive, performance-orientated sport. It was particularly the sportcritical papers presented during the congress and the panel discussions that enabled
the participants to return home with encouraging and even inspiring ideas and impressions for continuing to stand up for and
to promote sport-related value education,
despite ethically questionable occurrences
in sport. Olympic value education faces a
dilemma, like all value education, namely
that the ideals and the objectives face an
insurmountable conflict with the reality of
everyday life. Violations cannot make the
ideals meaningless, but they do raise the
question even more intensively as to the
chances of realising these.
Since the 13th European Fair Play Congress did indeed discuss questions relating
generally to the societal problems of performance sport and the consequences for
Fair Play Education, the congress, in particular, will also have provided a sustained
effect for the teachers as well.
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EFPM present at the 36th EOC General Assembly in Valencia
Continued from page 5

EFPM principles of action, main initiatives
held during 2007 and on its availability to
play a relevant role in a concerted plan of
action aiming to develop an ethical and
educational offensive
in sport.
The EFPM participation at the EOC Gene ral As sembly was
permanently supported by the EOC President, Patrick Hickey
as well as by the EOC
Fa ir Play Com mis si oner, Togay Bayatl›.
The 37th EOC General Assembly will be
held on November 2023, 2008, in Istanbul,
Prof.Dr.Carlos
on the occasion of the
GONÇALVES
centenary of the National Olympic Committee of Turkey.
EFPM President Prof. Dr. Carlos Gonçalves gave a speech at the 36th EOC General
Assembly in Valencia. The text of his speech, which was warmly received by the delegates, is as follows:
“Mr. President, Members of the Executive Board, Representatives of the European Olympic Committees, Ladies and Gentlemen,
On behalf of the European Fair Play Movement, I am honoured to have the opportunity to address you here at the 36th EOC
General Assembly.
We all agree and recognise that as top
level sport becomes more commercialised,
market forces tend to subvert the central
principles that underline fair sporting
competition and to replace these with a
quest for what sells and for the pursuit of
success at any price. The manipulation of
sporting performances by using forbidden
means and methods, such as doping, as
well as violence (physical and verbal), corruption, racism and xenophobia, are incre-

EFPM Declaration
Frankfurt 2007
Continued from page 6

ly emotive language (“war and hate
speech”), and by avoiding sensationalism or exaggerated examples of intolerant behaviour, and by highlighting the
dangers of indifference towards the rise of prejudice, bigotry, fanaticism and
ideologies.
l sportsmen and women (athletes,
coaches, sports administrators, referees, managers, etc.) who stand at the
core of sport to understand that they
are the real ambassadors of sports values, that they act as role models for society, and particularly young people,
and to communicate the basic and crucial values of sport, and so to contribute importantly to a culture of respect
for others and of personal responsibility
towards social harmony and peaceful
coexistence.
l governmental, non-governmental
and intergovernmental European sports
and education organisations to build
and strengthen cooperation in implementing a concerted plan of action that
aims to promote the values and principles of fair play in sport and in everyday
life across a broader basis, throughout
Europe.
Frankfurt, 21 October 2007

asing, and have led to undesirable developments in various European sports arenas in recent years, jeopardising the use
of the educational potentialities of sport
in the promotion of a more peaceful
world.
Sport can only play a positive social role if it operates within the boundaries of
sound ethics. The battle to keep to the values and principles of sport and the aim to
undertake an ethical and educational offensive have always borne in mind a combination of Sport, Education and Culture.
Various organisations such as the IOC,
EOC, UN, UNESCO, the Council of Europe,
the European Union, ENGSO, and others
have stressed the importance of the ethical values of sport through various initi-

atives and statements. We firmly believe
that it is now time to join forces and to
engage in a concerted plan of action.
Although all the parties have a unique
role to play, they can also benefit from
sharing tasks and promoting cooperation.
The European Fair Play Movement and
the 41 national Fair Play organisations affiliated with it are meeting their responsibilities regarding the implementation of
the above-mentioned ethical offensive,
always bearing in mind the combination of
Sport, Education and Culture.
The 13th European Fair Play Congress
held in Frankfurt from 16 to 19 October
this year and organised by the German
Olympic Sports Confederation and the
German Olympic Academy focused on the

Czech Republic still a leader in Fair Play Activities
Continued from page 6

- Sports Day – Litomercie, J. Jungmann
Grammar School
- Radio Cup – district round – Lovosice
- “Journalists’ Inkpot”
- Discussion meeting with students of
Cheb Grammar School
- Junior World Championships – canoeing
A cooperation agreement was signed
with the Association of School Sports
Clubs to enhance activities among school
pupils in particular. This Association
works mostly with the 11-15 age group.
That is the group that the CFPC is most
interested in targeting for its educational activities.
For the coming school year, four sports
were chosen that the CFPC will focus its
attention on and assume patronage over:
Football, floorball, volleyball, athletics.
In these sports, a CFPC representative
will attend the national rounds and, if
possible, the regional rounds as well.
We also plan to expand cooperation in
further years.
Closer cooperation with Czech Television is being planned in order to raise the
visibility of the CFPC’s work.
Documentaries will be filmed showcasing the holders of the main fair play
awards for 2006. Additional cooperation
is being planned for presentation on the
CT4-Sport channel.
A project is being prepared in cooperation with the CEZ foundation to promote
honesty and fairness, and not just in

sport. This project is currently in the
preparatory phase and should enhance
the presence of the Czech Fair Play Club.
The endeavour is for the CFPC’s work to
impact the whole of society.
In March 2007 the fair play prizes for
2006 were awarded at a ceremonial session of the CFPC.
As a result of a search for acts of fair
play run by daily newspaper Mlada fronta Dnes last year there was an unprecedentedly large number of award candidates.
The main prize was awarded to three
winners:
Jan Zelezny (lifelong exemplary conduct, successful sporting career including Olympic victory)
- Robert Nedved (footballer – for an
act of sportsmanship during a game).
He deliberately kicked a ball off in a
moment when he could have scored since he thought it is necessary to take care of the goalkeeper first, who got injured in his effort to defend the goal.
- HC Sparta Prague schoolboy team
(for an act of sportsmanship during a game)
Young ice-hockey players of the Prague Sparta Club (born 1997)
Diploma – six awardees. Letter presented at the ceremony to 9 awardees. Letter sent by post to 2 awardees.
The award ceremony featured a cultural performance by the popular actor
and formar active member of the CFPC
board Mr. Alfred Strejcek, and by eminent Czech guitarist Mr. Stepan Rak.

IFOSE Project: “A new Generation changes the world”
Continued from page 15

first their basic curriculum and second
most importantly, their social and character development. Children should quit being “receivers”, become “senders” of emotional information deriving from active
participation, so that they can acquire optimism, inner strength, responsibility, and
finally form their personalities. The social
and ethical “alphabet” should be an inseparable part of a child’s ultimate educational curriculum in every country; a condition that ensures the creation of a new society, a wish of all humans. This educational effort includes teaching the fundamental principles of Olympism, as well.
The intervention should also be applied to
sport clubs, where millions of young people exercise both their body and mind and
become role models in society.”
IFOSE and the international distinguis-

hed experts will thoroughly study the project implementation for the introduction
of social values in the mainstream education and will organise the strategic action
plan for an International FORUM that will
supervise all relative initiatives. Additionally, the President of the Foundation
will announce the framework of the activities for the social messages’ dissemination
and values education, commencing from
the very early childhood, aiming at a better, fairer, happier and more peaceful society. Additionally, IFOSE progresses in the
development of a Guidebook to assist parents in communicating with their children
and in the development of an international
manual titled “Fair Play in all aspects of
Life!!”, under the patronage of the European Fair Play Movement. The initiative is
under the Auspices of His Excellency the
President of the Hellenic Republic, Carolos
Papoulias.

topic: “The Olympic values and the future
of Sport”. The Congress was attended by
participants from 27 European countries,
by sports administrators, political decision-makers, teachers, coaches, lawyers,
top level athletes, media representatives
and other partners, who all discussed the
importance and the meaning of the Olympic values, not only for the future of
sport, but also its significance in the value
education delivered through sports activities and its contribution for a more humane sport.
The 2nd European Fair Play Youth Congress was held at the same time, focusing
on 3 different topics: the fight against doping, the ro le pla yed by sport in
achieving the UN Millennium Development
Goals, and the meaning of Fair Play in view of intercultural and interreligious
conflicts. The Congress attended by young
decision-makers from the sport youth
structures of 17 EFPM member organisations underlined the fact that a new generation is ready not only to undertake a
bridge-building role between the youth
and the adult Fair Play Movement, but also to spread the Fair Play values and principles and to raise the value of sport in
promoting sustainable development.
The Cypriot Organisation of Sport and
the Na ti onal Olym pic Com mit tee of
Cyprus have taken on responsibility for organising the 14th European Fair Play Congress to be held in Nicosia from 1 to 4 October 2008.
The EFPM used its opportunity to make
its contribution to the European Union
White Paper on Sport, recommending the
implementation of some specific measures
that aim to promote the ethical and social values of sport.
The European Fair Play Awards, established in 1999 under the patronage of the
European Olympic Committees, were presented in 2007 to individuals from Russia,
Greece and the Slovak Republic who, through their actions and behaviour, had rendered relevant services to promoting the
Fair Play values and principles. An award
also went to the Olympic and Sports Library in Istanbul.
With the full support of the Fair Play
Commission of the NOC of Serbia, the
EFPM actively engaged in the 9th summer
edition of the European Youth Olympic
Festival, held in Belgrade last July, making its contribution to teaching the European sport youth the meaning of the
Olympic values. The Fair Play Awards
went to a Slovak athlete and to the volunteer’s team.
This will be the last EOC General Assembly before the Beijing Olympic Games.
More than simply an international sports
competition that lands individual or team
efforts in sporting excellence, we are sure
that the Games will provide a unique
forum through which fair competition,
cross-cultural understanding, mutual respect and non-discrimination can thrive.
Finally, I would like to express my best
thanks to the President of the EOC, Patrick Hickey, and to Togay Bayatli, the EOC
Fair Play Commissioner, and to all those
Presidents of the National Olympic Committees who this year have shown a real
commitment in their support for the work
of the EFPM work and, specifically, for
their national Fair Play organisations.
Let us all keep working together to
contribute to the creation of a peaceful
and better world by educating young
people through sport and in accordance
with the Olympic values.
Thank you for your kind attention.”
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Happy memories of Frankfurt
The Deutscher Olympischer Sport
Bund, hosts of the 13th European Fair
Play Congress, organised the event in
an exemplary way. The speakers and
the topics they spoke about were well
chosen, and everyone expressed great
satisfaction with the academic side of
the proceedings, too.
Afterwards, the delegates toured some of the historic sites in Frankfurt and
visited a monastery famous for its white wine. On the last night, everyone came together for a wonderful dinner. The atmosphere was warm and friendly and a good time was had by all.
Commemorative plaques and tokens of
friendship were exchanged, and toasts
were drunk to the EFPM and the DOSB.
So we will all look back on the
EFPM’s 13th European Fair Play Congress in Frankfurt as a highly successful
occasion and as a model for future
events of this kind.

MINISTERPRESIDENTKOCH
AND
PROF.LÄMMER:
EFPMVicePresidentProf.Dr.
ManfredLümmer,the
personwhomastermindedour
CongressinFrankfurt,andguestofhonourMr.Roland
Koch,Minister
PresidentofHesse,who
gaveanexcellentspeech.

SMILINGFACES: ThepeoplewhoorganizedeverythingforusinFrankfurtbeam
withpleasureonourlastnight,enjoyingtheresultsofalltheirefforts.

GREETINGSFROM
TURKEYTOTWO
LEADERS:Itistraditionalat
theEFPMtogiveapresentto
ourhostsasawayof
saying‘thankyou’.Here,Turkishhandwovencarpetsare
presentedtoProf.Dr.Gudrun
Doll-TepperandProf.Manfred
LümmerbytheTurkishteam– GOOD HEALTH!: The people who prepared the way for the success of our
MuratüzbayandErdo€anArü- Congressbytheirhardworkraisetheirglassesonourlastnight–foratoastintheirhonour.
pünar.

Inthecourseof
theirtourof
historicsitesin
Frankfurt,the
EFPMdelegates
calledatafamous
monasteryand
wereimpressed
bothwiththevineyardsthereand
withthe
qualityofthewhite
wine
produced.

The EFPM’s first bride
Champion fencer and a hardworking member of the EFPM
Executive Committee, Katarina
Raczova’s daughter, has become the first girl in the EFPM family to get married. Katarina
Loksa, married Guillaume Miechowka at a civil ceremony in
Bratislava during which traditional costum were worn.
A religious wedding ceremony was then held at a small
village in the Alps. We wish the
couple every happiness.

ATTHE
PRESIDENTIAL
PALACE:
PresidentAntonios
Tzikaswelcomed
by
HisExcellencythe
President
oftheHellenic
Republic,
CarolosPapoulias.

IFOSE Project: “A new Generation changes the world”
ATHENS- IFOSE not only considers youth
education as a main priority, but also suggests educational strategies and methods
for effective interventions.
IFOSE envisions a new world,
devoting its efforts to developing all necessary educational tools for early age. We
call on every Governmental
agent in the world to do their best for a well balanced,
educated generation.
Dr.Ioanna
“We have to realise that
MASTORA
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we should not focus our interest on academic achievement alone, while completely
ignoring the human being itself. Children
should primarily experience the importance of life principals such as honour, ethics, fair play and respect, the importance of life long fitness, for physical and
mental health, joy of participation and
communication with others. Therefore,
there should be two main objectives to
plan the educational frame for children:
Continued on page 14
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A Fair Play enthusiast in Relizane
RELIZANE- Relizane is a province
of the Republic of Algeria, situated
in the north-west of the country,
with a total population of 624,205
– including 153,187 children under
the age of ten. The province has its
own sports administration headed
by Mustafa Bouhaadi, a Fair Play
enthusiast who tries to teach everyone, both young and old, about
Fair Play in sport and has received
a Diploma of Honour from the
French Fair Play Council for his valuable work. Mustafa Bouhaadi has
taken the EFPM as a model for his
activities and uses our slogans. He
also makes awards to people who
have displayed a sportsmanlike attitude at football matches. If and
when a Fair Play Movement is founded in Africa, it is likely that Algeria will play a leading role in it.

ONTHEOTHERSIDEOFTHEMEDITERRANEAN: Young
AlgerianfootballteamsadopttheEFPMslogan‘PlayFair’.

A FAIR PLAY AWARD: Themostgentlemanlyplayeratajunior
championshipreceivesaFairPlayTrophyandDiploma.
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DBUIdraettenHusBrondbyStation20
DK-2605BrondbyDenmark
Tel: 0045-43262222Fax: 0045-43262245
E-Mail:cbor@dbu.dk

ESTONIA
EstonianOlympicCommittee
Mrs.ErikaSalumae/Mr.PeeterLusmagi
Address:Piritatee12EE-10127TallinnEstonia
Tel: 003726031500/Fax: 003726031501
E-Mail: eok@eok.ee

FRANCE
AssociationFrancaisepourunSportsans
ViolenceetpourleFairPlay
PresidentAFSVFP,J.L.Boujon
MaisonduSportFranüais1,AvenuePierre-de-Coubertin
F-75640ParisCedex13France
Tel:0033-1-40782843(44)Fax:0033-1-40782959
ChristianBlareauResp.Aff.Intern.
10,rueduPuitduGuetF-77144MontevrainFrance
GSM:0039-0607290547Fax:0033-160311003

GEORGIA
GeorgianNationalOlympicCommittee
Mr.GeorgeTopadzeActingPresident
Mr.EmzarZenaishviliGen.Sec.
Address:65,DavidAgmashenebeliAve.
380002TbilsiGeorgia
Tel:(99532)952079/(99532)953829

E-mail:geonoc@access.sanet.ge

GERMANY
NationalOlympicCommitteeoftheAzerbaijaniRepublic
KhazarIsayevFPC/NOC/Prof.AgadjanAbiyevSGNOC
Fair-Play-InitiativedesdeutschenSports,DOG
OlympicSt.Bl.5370072BakuAzerbaijanRepublic
Otto-Fleck-Schneise12,D-60528Frankfurt/M.Germany
Tel:00994-12-901323Fax: 00994-12-904225
Tel:0049-69-69501620Fax:0049-69-6771826
E-Mail:noc-aze@noc-aze.org
Prof.Dr.ManfredLümmerFPC
InstitutfürSportgeschichte,DeutscheSporthochschule
Carl-Diem-Weg6,D-50933KülnGermany
BELARUS
Tel:0049-221-49823830Fax:0049-221-49828470
NationalOlympicCommitteeoftheRepublicofBelarus
E-Mail:laemmer@dshs-koeln.de
BelarussianOlympicAcademy
AndreyKokashinsky,Director/AnatoliIvanovSGNOC
GREECE
10K.MarksStreetBY-220050MinskBelarus
105,MasherovaProspaktBY-220020MinskBelarus
HellenicOlympicCommittee
Tel: 00375-172-27278791/00375-172-503936
DimitrisDiathessopoulosSGNOC
Fax: 00375-172-276184/00375-172-508008
52,DimitriosVikelasAv.GR-15233Halandri,AthensGreece
E-mail: noc.rb@belsonet.net
Tel:0030-21-6878888Fax:0030-21-6878940
E-Mail:hoc@ath.forthnet.gr
IoannisPsilopoulosPres.FPC,ECEFPM
BELGIUM
31,KodringtonosStr.GR-10343AthensGreece
Tel: 0030-21-8828138Fax:0030-21-8213590
ComitéOlympiqueetInterfédéralBelge
E-Mail:psilopoulos@dmkt.dei.gr
MarcMaesFPC/NOC,GuidodeBondtSGNOC
Av.deBouchout,9B-1020BruxellesBelgium
Tel: 0032-2-4745150Fax: 0032-2-4794656
HUNGARY
E-mail: info@olympic.be
BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA
OlympicCommitteeofBosnia&Herzegovina
ArapovicAdemPres.FPC/SejdalijaMustaficSGNOC
OlimpijskadvoranaZETRAAlipasenabb
BA-71000SarajevoBosniaandHerzegovina
Tel:00387-33-663513 Fax:00387-33-663410
E-Mail:okbih@hotmail.com

BULGARIA
FoundationBulgarianSport
DimitarIvanovKharalampiev
75,VassilLevskibul.BG-1040SofiaBulgaria
Tel:00359-2-9873431Fax:00359-2-9870379
E-Mail:bocbg@infotel.bg
ZdravkaYordanovaFPCNOC/FPAmb.
4,AngelKanchevSt.BG-1000SofiaBulgaria
E-Mail:z_yordanowa@yahoo.com

CROATIA
CroatianOlympicCommittee
DarkoDujmovic,NOC/ZeljkoKlaricMin.Educ.&Sports
IvicaStosic-MiocicSGNOC
Trg.Sportova11HR-10000ZagrebCroatia
Tel: 00385-1-3659666Fax: 00385-1-3659600
E-Mail:hoo@hoo.htnet.hr

CZECH REPUBLIC
CzechOlympicCommittee
KvetaPeckovaPres.FPC
Benesovska6CZ-10100Prague10CzechRepublic
Tel:00420-2-71734734Fax:00420-2-71731318
E-Mail:info@olympic.cz
AlinaDlabacovaFPC,Dr.VladimirDostalSGNOC
KvetaPeckovaFPAmb.
Tolosteho,5CZ-41201LitomericeCzechRepublic
E-Mail:peckaz@centrum.cz

CYPRUS
TheCyprusNationalOlympicCommittee
CharalambosLottasFPC/AndreasStavrouNOC
20,IonosSt.P.O.Box:23931CY-1687NicosiaCyprus
Tel: 00357-22-661875Fax: 00357-22-664355
E-Mail:cypnoc@cytanet.org.cy

HungarianOlympicCommittee
Dr.JenüKamuti
Address: Istvanmezeiut1-3H-1146Budapest/Hungary
Tel: 003614606957/Fax: 003614606956
E-mail: cifp@fairplayinternational.org

IRELAND
TheOlympicCouncilofIrelandLtd.
LouisKilcoyneFPC/NOC/DermotJ.SherlockSGNOC
27,MespilRoadIE-Dublin4 Ireland
Tel:00353-1-6680444Fax:00353-1-6680640
E-Mail:admin@olympicsport.ie

ISRAEL
TheOlympicCommitteeofIsrael
EitanBarakFPC/ArieRosenzweigSGNOC
2,ShitritStreetIL-69482TelAvivIsrael
Tel: 00972-3-6498385Fax: 00972-3-6498395
E-mail:nocil@netvision.net.il

ITALY
ComitatoNazionaleItalianoperilFairPlay
AlessandroNati,Pres.FPCom.
PiazzaPioXI,13I-00165RomaItaly
Tel:0039-06-634662E-mail:presidenza@fairplaysport.it
RuggeroAlcateriniSGFPC/RenatoFerraroFPC
StadioOlimpiciTribunaTravere-ingr.30
I-00194RomaItalyTel:0039-06-37517331
E-mail:alcaterini@tiscalinet.it

LATVIA
LatvianOlympicCommittee
Mr.EinarsFogelis/Mrs.AijaErta
49,ElizabetesStreetLV-1010RIGALatvia
Tel: 003717282123Fax: 003717282123
E-Mail: lok@olimpiade.lv

LITHUANIA
NationalOlympicCommitteeofLithuania
ArvydasJuozaitisPres.FPC/AlgisDaumantasFPC
15,rueOlimpieciuLT-2051VilniusLithuania
Tel:00370-2-780640Fax:00370-2-780660
E-mail:komitetas@ltok.lt

LUXEMBOURG
ComitéOlympiqueetsportifLuxembourgeois
MarlysePaulySGNOC
3,Routed’ArlonL-8009StrassenLuxembourg
Tel:00352-488048-200Fax:00352-488074
E-mail:cosl@sport-olympic.lu
GeorgesDiderichFPC/NOCECEFPM
64,RuedeSchoenfelsL-8151BridelLuxembourg
Tel:00352-330322 Fax:00352-337208
E-mail:georges_diderich@hotmail.com

F.Y.R. of MACEDONIA
NationalOlympicCommitteeofthe
FormerYugoslavRepublicofMacedonia(FYROM)
ZoranGapicSGNOC,Prof.PavlePavlovFPC
Bul.KuzmanJosifovskiPitu17-blokPOBox914
MK-1000SkopjeF.Y.R.ofMacedonia
Tel:00389-2-462506Fax:00389-2-116068
E-mail:mok@mok.org.mk

MALTA
MaltaOlympicCommittee-MaltaOlympicAcademy
AnthonyChircop,Director,J.L.FarrugiaSaccoPres.NOC
NationalSwimmingPoolComplex
MariaTeresaSpinelliSt.GziraGZR06Malta
Tel: 00356-21-332801Fax: 00356-21-332798
E-mail:moc@nocmalta.org

MOLDOVA
NationalOlympicCommitteeoftheRepublicofMoldova
AlexandreGheorghitsaPres.FPC/G.PopoviciSGNOC
77,rueStefancelMareMD-2012ChisinauMoldova
Tel:00373-2-223183Fax: 00373-2-22882
E-mail:president@olympic.md

MONTENEGRO
NationalOlympicCommitteeofMontenegro
Mr.DusanSimonovicPresNOC
Mr.DjordjijeGen.Sec.
19Decembra218000PogoricaMontenegro
Tel: 0038281664275/Fax: 0038281664276
E-mail: cok@cg.yu

NETHERLANDS
NOC*NSF
Mrs.LiekeVloetFPC
SeniorbeleidsadviseurNOC*NSF
Address: postbus302,6800AHArnhem/NL
Tel: 0031264834570/Fax: 0031264834541
E-mail:lieke.vloet@noc-nsf.nl
AntonGeesinkFPC/IOC
AntonGeesinkstraat,13NL-3552BAUtrechtTheNetherlands
Tel:0031-30-2441499
E-mail:anton.geesink@noc-nsf.nl

POLAND
PolskiKomitetOlimpijski
JanuszTateraSGNOC
RueFrascati4PL-00483WarszawaPoland
Tel:0048-22-6285038Fax:0048-22-6298862
E-mail:pkol@pkol.com.pl
Prof.Dr.ZofiaZukowskaFPCFax:0048-22-8348468
E-mail:zofia.zukowska@awf.edu.pl

PORTUGAL
ComitéOlympicodePortugal
C.CardosoPres.FPC/ENGSO
TravessaMemoria,36P-1300-403LisboaPortugal
Tel:00351-21-3617260Fax:00351-21-3636967
E-mail:isecretario.geral@comiteolimpicoportugal.pt
V.FonsecaDaMotaSGNOC
CarlosGonüalvesEFPMPres.
43,5üE.,Av.TomüsRibeiro,P-2795-187Linda-a-Velha
Portugal
Tel:00351-21-4192929Fax:00351-21-4143380
E-mail:carlosacbg@hotmail.com
Dr.ArnaldoPereira
OeirasMunicipalityP-2780OeirasPortugal
Tel:00351-21-4408464Fax:00351-21-4426161

ROMANIA
ComitéOlympiqueRoumain
LauraBadeaCarlescuFPAmb./DanPopperSGNOC
2,OtetariSt.RO-020978BucurestiRomania
Tel:0040-1-2111600
Fax:0040-1-3150490
E-Mail:noc_romania@cor.ro

RUSSIAN FEDERATION
RussianOlympicCommittee
VladimirRodichenkoPres.FPC/VPNOC
LionidMiroshnichenkoSGNOC
8,Luzhnetskayaemb.,RU-119992Moscow
RussianFederation
Tel:007-095-7254535Fax:007-095-7254523
E-Mail:pr@olympic.ru

SERBIA
OlympicCommitteeofSerbia
MiodragJoticFPC,PredragManojlovicSGNOC
GeneralaVasica5YU-11000BelgradeSerbia
Tel:00381-11-3671574Fax:00381-11-3671887
E-Mail:office@okscg.org.yu

SLOVAK REPUBLIC
SlovakOlympicCommitteeKlubFairPlay
IvanFialaPres.FPC,MüriaMracnovüNOC
Kukucinova26SK-83808BratislavaSlovakRepublic
Tel:+421249256101Fax:+421249256102
E-Mail:office@olympic.sk
K.RaczovaECEFPM/Amb.
Wienerstr.15AT-2405BadD.-Altenburg
Tel/Fax:+43216567156E-Mail:katarina.raczova@utanet.at

SLOVENIA
OlympicCommitteeofSlovenia
AssociationofSportFederations
MiroslavCerarPres.FPC/NOC/FPAmb.
Celovska,25Sl-1000LjubljanaSlovenia
Tel:00386-1-2306000Fax:00386-1-2306020
ToneJagodicSGNOC
Stritarjeva,5Sl-1290GrosupljeSlovenia
Tel:00386-1-1333036Fax:00386-1-1335164
E-Mail:info@olympic.si

SPAIN
ComitéOlimpicoEspañol
ConradoDurantezFPC,V.SanchezSGNOC
13,CalleArequipaGranViaDeHortaleza
E-28043MadridSpain
Tel:0034-91-3815500Fax:00349-91-3819639
E-Mail:correo@icoe.es

SWITZERLAND
SwissOlympicAssociation
J.Conrad,Resp.EthicsinSport,
Laubeggstrasse70
CH-3006Bern32Switzerland
Tel:0041-31-3597111Fax:0041-31-3523380
E-Mail:info@swissolympic.ch

TURKEY
NationalOlympicCommitteeofTurkey
ErdoganAripinarFPC/VPNOC/VPECEFPM
AnkaraCad.31/26TR-34410Ca€alo€luüstanbulTurkey
Tel:0090-212-5140188Fax: 0090-212-5135944
E-Mail:aripinar@superonline.com

UKRAINE
NationalOlympicCommitteeofUkraine
VolodymyrGerashchenkoSGNOC
Esplanadna,42UA-01023Kiev Ukraine
Tel:00380-44-2466426/2200630Fax:00380-44-2466233
E-Mail:info@noc-ukr.org

Supporting Member:
InternationalFoundationofOlympicandSport
Education(IFOSE)
AntoniosTzikas,President
Dr.IoannaMastora,Dir.Gen.
EvitaParaskevopoulou,SpecialScientificAdvisor
8,Aristotelous15124Maroussi/AthensGreece
Tel:0030-210-6143825/6Fax:0030-210-6143825/6
E-mail:foseduca@internet.gr
E-mail:evita@hol.gr

Other addresses
n EOC,PatrickJosephHickey,President
AlexanderKozlovsky,VicePresident
RaffaelePagnozzi,SecretaryGeneral,
KikisLazarides,Treasurer
Address: PalazzineCONI-“VillinoGiulioOnesti”
ViadellaPallacanestro,19-00194 Rome, Italy
Tel:+390636857828/7619
Fax:+390636857666
E-mail: secretariat@eurolympic.org
n UEFA,FairPlayCommission,
46,routedeGenüveCasePostale,
CH-1260Nyon2,Switzerland
Tel: 0041-22-9944444Fax: 0041-22-9944488
n CIFP,Pres.JenüKamuti
Tarogatout,421021Budapest,Hungary
Fax: 0036-1-2694694
n PanathlonInternational,Secr.Gen.Siroietro
Quaroni,VillaPorticciolovialeG.Maggio6,
I-16035Rapallo Italy
n CDDS,Mr.StanislasFrossard,Dir.Gen.
IV-Education,CultureandHeritage,Youthand
Sport,30,ruePierredeCoubertin,
F-57000StrasbourgFrance
n ENGSO,BirgittaKervinen,President
LeijaBusinessServiceCentre,Elannontie3
01510VantaaFinland
Tel:+358(9)839223402Fax:+358(9)83926080
E-mail: birgitta.kervinen@vantaa.fi

